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A THEORY OF BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS FOR 

• COMPLEX REGULATORY PROGRAMS 

Abstract 

Current policies call for increasingly prominent use of benefit cost 
CBC) information fn the analysts of regulatory initiatives and public policy. 
Initial research has shown that, for complex policy packages requiring aggregation 
and disaggregation of component benefits, conventional BC procedures are generally 
Invalid. The most prevalent result fs overestimation of total program benefits 
and misidentification of regulatory priorities. Exact aggregation rules have 
been derived, but these are not always readily incorporated into field procedures. 

Research objectives are (1) to complete the theoretical analysis of the 
impact of competitive and complementary relationships among program components 
on BC outcomes; (2) to examine possible asymnetries between measures of benefit 
and cost; (3) to derive generalized necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the valid aggregation of benefits and costs; (4) to develop empir ical 
approximations to the exact aggregation design; and (5) to evaluate the 
conventional procedures in terms of optimal tty and satisfactoriness as BC 
indicators • 

• Support from the National Science Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Chapter 

PROSPECTS FOR AN IMPROVED BENEFIT COST DESIGN 

Regulatory analysis has acquired a substantial benefit cost component. 

Once largely restricted to the evaluation of Federal flood and water control 

projects, benefit cost analysis is now applied to policies of national scope 

and impact. The cQOlJlexity of such national regulatory Initiat ives raises 

special problems for benefit cost design. 

In decades prior to the 1960's, mandated use of benefit cost analysis 

was limited to projects authorized under the Flood Control Act of 1936. Projects 

evaluated under the 1936 mandate typically fell short of a national impact. 

By the end of the 1960's, however, benefit cost information had entered the 

realm of general regulatory analysis [Andrews]. During the 1970 ' s, as part 

of a growing effort to control the regulatory process, BC evaluation became 

Increasingly accepted In the assessment of regulatory proposals [White, Andrews]. 

By 1980, BC techniques had been applied to a wide range of environmental and 

regulatory programs. 

Executive Order CEO) 12291 of 1981 sanctioned the general regulatory 

role of benefit cost information. EO 12291 required that all major regulatory 

Initiatives originating In the Federal executive branch be evaluated and 

prioritized on the basis of benefit cost information. Most significantly, 

EO 12291 required the use of BC information to distinguish acceptable and 

unacceptable policy actions. EO 12291 mandated that major regulatory action 

"not be undertaken unless the potential benefits outweigh the potential costs" 

[Presidential Documents, p. 125). 

The benefit cost task under EO 12291 is complex. Policy now subject to 

BC evaluation is likely to be a broad set of institutional and structural 
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changes with multiple and interrelated impacts. The conventional model of 

benefit cost design, however, appears more appropriate to the bygone context 

of an isolated, single impact water control project. A conventional approach 

to BC design typically partitions a broad, wide-ranging policy initiative 

into its component parts and evaluates each component impact in isolation 

and without reference to the overall impact of policy. Component impacts 

are conmonly assessed by different and independent research teams. With each 

Impact evaluated in isolation, even obvious sources of substitution and 

complementarity tend to be Ignored [cf., Fraas]. Where an overall valuation 

is required, ft is obtained by simple sunmation of the independently obtained 

benefits and costs. 

The relfabflity of the conventional BC approach to complex policy is 

suspect on both aprfori and empirical grounds. Economic theory routinely 

asserts the complementary and competitive effects of market price changes. 

Such cross price effects as well as analogous effects between the nonmarket 

impacts of policy cannot be accounted for in independent evaluations of the 

component impacts. Recent empirical work by Hoehn and Randall, Lave, and 

Braeutigam and Nol I demonstrates that failure to account for such substitution 

effects does indeed introduce substantial error into conventional benefit 

cost analyses. Thus, In at least these cases, the conventional design fails 

as reliable guide to policy evaluation. 

The primary objective of this study is to improve the design of routine 

benefit cost evaluation. As a first step, a generally valid design wf 11 be 

developed. The theoretical structure of the valid design will then be used 

to generalize the comparison of conventional and valid BC outcomes and to 

determine the conditions fn which conventional methods are likely to err. 
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Ffnal ly, the problem of empirically implementing a valid desfgn will be considered 

in light of the likely resource constraints on evaluation. 

The Conceptual Basts of Benefit Cost Evaluation 

BC analysis has sometimes been characterized as a public sector application 

of the feasibility studies a prudent private Investor would make prior to 

conmittlng capital. This view Is misleading. BC analysis Is directly addressed 

to decision making at a governmental level. Unlike a voluntary private investment, 

the subject of BC evaluatfon may encompass conflictfng Individual Interests 

and unpriced goods and services. As an extramarket activity, BC analysis 

applies a particular set of utilitarian principles to determine whether or 

not a regulatory action Is desirable. 

Economic analysis distinguishes two fundamental dimensions of economic 

or regulatory policy: (1) an efficiency dimension concerned with the avoidance 

of economic waste and (2) a distributional dimension concerned with the share 

of output across sets or classes of Individuals. In an idealized economy 

where property rights are well-defined and markets are complete, self-seeking, 

voluntary exchange eliminates economic waste by searching out potential gains 

from trade. The Incremental process of exchange leads to an allocation of 

goods and services that is Pareto efffcf ent: it is not possible to make any 

individual better off without making some other Individual worse off. If 

the economy is Pareto efficient and no one can be made better off without 

makf ng someone worse off, any regulatory change bestows benefits on one set 

of Individuals only by Imposing harm on some other set of Individuals. Therefore, 

fn a Pareto efficient economy, regulatory policy can at best accomplish a 

distributional objective. 
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In practice, economic exchange f s less than ideal and valued goods and 

services may unnecessarily be forgone. Property rights are often f 11-defined 

and, particularly fn the case of environmental goods, consumption f s often 

nonrival. In these cases, the mere costs of exchange may exclude the possibility 

of beneficial trade. 1 Where such impediments to exchange occur, regulatory 

action may offer the possibility of an efficiency gain. By redefinition of 

entitlements or by direct provision, regulatory action may overcome an impediment 

to exchange and result f n benefits that exceed the costs. 

The mere presence of impediments to trade, however, does not guarantee 

the net benefits of regulatory action. Of the feasible set, relatively few 

of the possible regulatory actions are likely to circumvent impediments to 

trade and satisfy an efficiency goal of benefits In excess of project costs. 

Arbitrary regulatory action fs likely to sfmply redistribute extant benefits 

and costs. In addition, interest groups are always present to urge the selection 

of self-serving redistributive policies (Rausser, Peltzman, Navarro). Such 

rent-seeking Initiatives are likely to Ignore the potential for overall efficiency 

gains. To sort out the efficiency and distributional Impacts of policy, regulatory 

analysis requires rel fable methods of assessment. 

Benefit cost analysis is one such method. As a search for efficiency 

gains, BC analysis applies the potential Pareto improvement test. A regulatory 

policy Is potential Pareto Improvement ff the benefits to those who gain from 

a policy action are sufficient to compensate those who are harmed by regulatory 

change. Thus, ff an appropriate measure of benefits exceeds costs, policy 

action is a potential Pareto improvement and ft is conceivable, via compensation, 

to make at least one set Individuals better off without making other parties 

worse off. Such a policy is a potential efficiency gain. 
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Without c~ensation, policy action fails to meet the Pareto Improvement 

criterion. Without compensation, a typical policy benefits one group of 

Individuals at the expense of another and specific welfare or ethical Judgements 

are necessary to weigh the losses of one set of individuals against the gains 

of another. Not surprisingly, the choice of an appropriate or acceptable 

set of ethical tradeoffs sustains continuing academic and political debate. 

Nevertheless, such welfare tradeoffs and concomitant distributional impacts 

are a primary concern of the regulatory process {Zeckhauser). In this context, 

BC information provides essential quantitative data on the distribut ion of 

gains and losses. 

Measuring Benefits and Costs 

At the core of benefit cost analysis are the gains and losses experienced 

by individuals. Since these gains and losses may be incurred across a range 

of goods and services, BC analysis attempts to translate diverse policy impacts 

Into a conmen money metric. Because the analysis seeks to determine the extent 

to which Individuals are made better off or worse off by the impacts of policy, 

an Informative money metric Is linked to the utility levels attainable under 

either the Initial or post policy situations. 

The development of a metric associated with market price changes begins 

with Marshall's concept of consumer's surplus, the excess that a consumer 

"would be willing to pay rather than go without the thing" [Marshall, p. 124). 2 

The Marshall Ian measure Is directly linked to the ordinary notion of demand 

and offers an Intuitively appealing metric of price change. Moreover, as 

shown by Hotelling, it can be extended to the context of multiple price changes. 

Unfortunately, as shown by Hicks [1956], the Marshall Ian consumer's surplus 



measure cannot be consistently linked to either the initial or post policy 

level of well-being. 

In order to link the evaluation metric to utility, Hicks [1941, 1943, 
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1956] reformulated the Harshallian analysts in an ordinal framework of preferences 

and indifference surfaces. The reformulation identified two measures of benefit 

or cost: a compensating measure and an equivalent measure. The Hicksian 

compensating measure CHC) was referenced to an individual's initial utility 

level. HC was defined as the minimum amount of income compensation required 

in order to leave an tndfvfdual at the initial utility level when faced with 

the post change set of prices. An individual would be indifferent between 

the initial situation and a compensated post change situation. The Hicksian 

equivalent measure (HE) was referenced to the uncompensated, post change utility 

level. HE was defined as the amount of income paid or received that would 

leave the fndfvidual at the post change level of utility when faced with the 

initial set of prfces. HE would fmpose a utility gafn or loss equivalent 

to the prfce change. By definition, HC and HE were directly and clearly linked 

to the utility levels associated with a price change. 

The Hfcksian analysts demonstrated that HC and HE are generally different 

fn magnitude. Additionally, Hicks showed that the Harshallian measure of 

consumer's surplus falls between HC and HE. Hicks argued that these differences 

between alternative benefft measures would usually be rather trivial, "a fiddling 

business" [Hfcks (1941)]. Nevertheless, for goods which are income elastic 

and/or account for a substantial share of an individual's budget--that is, 

goods which are highly valued, and in the extreme, essentfal--the differences 

between HC and HE are empirically important. 
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Huch research has been dfrected toward characterfzing the conceptual 

and empirical propert i e.s of the Hicks fan and Harsha 11 i an measures. W i 11 i g 

(1976, 1979) analyzed both sfngle and multiple price changes and developed 

formulae to approximate the emp.irfcal differences between consumer's surplus, 

HC, and HE. Chipman and Hoore showed that HE is a generally consistent measure 

of individual utility. Hishan (1960) and Brookshire, Randall, and Stoll 

demonstrated that HC, as a measure of compensation, is generally consistent 

with the potential Pareto Improvement test and, therefore, with an underlying 

rationale of BC analysis. 

Regulatory Impacts are not restricted to price Impacts and recent efforts 

have extended the Hfckslan measures to the quality and quantity dimensions 

of policy change. Haler was perh~ps first to offer a comprehensive analysis 

of the Hfcksfan measures In a qualfty or quantity context. Randall and Stoll 

{1980a, 1980b) defined the condftfons under which market prices fail to be 

precise value indicators and adapted Wf llig's analysis of the Hicksian measures 

to the case of parametric quality and quantity changes. Just, Hueth, and 

Schmitz detailed the linkage between the Willig and Randall and Stoll {1980a) 

results. Small and Rosen and, more recently, Hanemann extended the analysis 

of qualfty change to a quantal choice framework. Finally, Brookshire, Randall, 

and Stoll defined the relationship between the Hicksian measures and the conmen 

language concepts of value such a willingness to pay and willingness to accept 

compensation. 

The Analytf cal Structure of Benefits and Costs 

The envelope theorem establishes the existence of a set of potential 

functions that entirely sunmarize the optimizing behavior of individuals 
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[Silverberg (1984)). An indirect utility function states the maximum utility 

attainable given prices, qualities, and income. An expenditure function states 

the minimum income required to attafn a given level of utility at given prices 

and qualities. By using the duality relationship between the minimum expenditure 

to satisfy a .utility constrafnt and the maximum utility given a budget constraint, 

the Harshallian and Hicksfan measures can be stated in tractible analytical 

forms that fully ent>ody the restrictions imposed by preferences, constrained 

budgets, and optfmization. 

The envelope function framework has led to numerous extensions and 

clarifications In the analysis of both the Marshall fan and Hfcksian measures . 

For instance, multfple price changes and the uniqueness of the Harshallian 

measure have been the subject of debate ever since Hotelling introduced the 

f ssue and an approximate solution fn 1938. With the advent of HC and HE, 

the debate has included the Hicksian measures as wel I . However, in the envel ope 

function context, it is readily shown that both HC and HE are path independent 

of any intermediate set of price changes and that the initial and final set 

of prf ces uniquely determine the size of both HC and HE. Using analogous 

analytical techniques, the Marshall Ian measure is shown to be path dependent 

and therefore not unfque [Silberberg (1978)]. The envelope function approach 

can also be used to detail the welfare properties of HC and HE [Chipman and 

Moore] and to clarify empirical relationships between the Hicksian and Marshallfan 

BC measures [Hausman; Bergland and Randall]. Finally, the structural restrictions 

fmplfed by the envelope functions have been shown the be central to the derivation 

of a val id benefit cost design [Hoehn and Randall; Hoehn] . 
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Benefit Cost Design and Current Research 

Regulatory change Imposes a broad range of Impacts on Individual's within 

an economy. A national regulatory Initiative may directly affect (1) the 

environmental opportunities open to Individuals, (2) the prices of market 

goods and services, and (3) the profitability of firms In which individuals 

are stockholders and wage earners. Thus, the overall impact of a regulatory 

policy fs multidimensional. When the multiple policies of a number of governmental 

agencies are considered, the Impact f s that much more complex. Conventional 

benefit cost design tends to Ignore the complex and compound effects of such 

multlpart policies. The conventional approach partitions complex Initiat ives 

Into their component parts and evaluates each component on a piecemeal basis. 

Sources of Interaction and substitutlon--of complementarity and 

competltiveness--are ignored [cf, Fraas]. Given only what ls known about 

the evaluation of multiple price changes [Hotel I Ing; Willig ( 1979)], the 

conventional approach Is certain to result In error. 

Several recent studies suggest that the error In conventional BC outcomes 

may be significant even when applied ta fairly lfmlted sets of policy impacts. 

Braetlgam and Noll evaluate the welfare Impact of surface freight t ar iff regulation 

using the results of both (I) a conventional design and (2) Hotell lng's 

approximately valid approach to multiple pri ce changes. 3 Results suggest 

that the conventional approach misstates the net welfare impact of policy 

by three to four hundred percent. 

Though designs appropriate to multiple price changes are not new, economists 

have only recently taken up the problem of multiple changes In parametric 

qualities or quantities. To address this problem, Lave derives an evaluation 

desfgn from a social welfare maxlmfzatfon framework. Lave argues that the 
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structure of regulatory institutions encourages agencies to ignore policy 

"contradictions" [Lave, p. 124] and shows that a valid evaluation design requires 

a simultaneous consideration of all policy impacts. To demonstrate the feasibility 

of a valid design, Lave analyzes a regulatory case involving the tradeoffs 

between automobile fuel consumption and passenger safety. Empirical results 

for a conventional design are not given. 

Hoehn and Randall (HR) approach the problem of evaluation design from 

a somewhat different perspective.4 First, HR use the envelope function structure 

to derive a valid evaluation design directly from the definition of a Hicksian 

compensating measure. Since ft Is based on HC, the derived evaluation design 

is entirely consistent with the potential Pareto improvement objective of 

BC evaluation. Second, HR show that two basic BC approaches satisfy the 

restrictions of a valid design: a simultaneous approach similar to Lave's 

and a sequenced approach. Third, HR demonstrate that the error resulting 

from conventional benefit cost design is systematic and tends to overstate 

the benefits of policy change for an empirically Important subset of cases. 

To test this bias empirically, HR apply both the valid and conventional designs 

to an empirical case involving air quality. The conventional design is shown 

to overstate a valid total benefit measure by approximately thirty-five percent 

and specific component measures by more than four hundred percent. 

Research Objectives 

The initial results reported In Hoehn and Randall provide a foundation 

for the development of reliable benefit cost designs. The envelope function 

approach taken by HR is not only general and tractible at an analytical level 

but also underlies the estimation techniques corrmonly used in BC analysis. 
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The primary objective of the current report fs to extend and generalize the 

initial results of HR in order to work toward improved, routine BC designs. 

To guide the extension of the HR results, ffve specific objectives were outlined 

at the outset of thf s study. These objectives are reported and discussed 

below. 

Objective 1. To complete the theoretical analysis of the conditions in which 

competitive and complementary effects can be expected to be significant in 

the routine BC evaluation of public policy. 

lnftlal research indicates that a corrmonly used utility structure, the 

additively separable form, Implies general competitive effects between the 

quality and quantity Impacts of policy [Hoehn and Randall]. The problem then 

Is to 1 Ink the concept of additive separability to identifiable choice contexts. 

For example, imperfect Information and uncertainty may introduce a degree 

of additive separability through the expected utility property. Thus, if 

the use or Impact of policy components Is uncertain, ft may be that the expected 

utility property is sufficient to Induce additive separability and consequent 

competitive effects between sets of policy components. Such effects remain 

to be investigated. 

Objective 2. To explore apparent asymnetries in the valuation of regulatory 

programs to augment or reduce the level of quality and quantity amenities. 

An important distinction fn the literature on valuation and benefit cost 

analysts Is that between wf llfngness to pay (WTP} and willingness to accept 
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compensation (WTA). Viewed in terms of compensating variation, WTP measures 

the benefit and WTA measures the cost of a regulatory program. The benefits 

of a regulatory change outweigh the costs If WTP - WTA > O. 

The Initial BC evaluation framework (Hoehn and Randall, 1982) underscores 

the distinction between the HC measures of WTA and WTP. For instance, if 

general competition exists between policy c°""°nents, the conventional measure 

of willingness to pay (wtp) overstates the conceptually valid measure of WTP. 

For WTA, however, just the opposite effect occurs. For WTA, competit ion implies 

that the conventional measure of willingness to accept (wta) understates 

the valid measure, WTA. Therefore, If competition is the general rule, 

wtp - wta > WTP - WTA. 

That Is, ff competition is the general rule, the conventional approach tends 

to overstate the desirability of policy change. 

Initial results indicate that competition may be routine. Additively 

separable utility, perhaps induced by the expected utility property, certainly 

leads to competitive effects. More generally, limited individual budgets 

appear to Introduce an analogous competitive effect for wtp but have, at the 

outset of this study, not yet been Investigated for the case of wta. 

Objective 3. To complete the ongoing analysis to generalize the necessary 

and sufficient conditions for valid cross-component aggregation and disaggregation 

of program benefits. 
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Restrictions imposed by the line integral concept [Apostol] provide one 

set of sufficient conditions for a valid evaluation of multipart policies. 

Though not yet fully investigated, Initial research Indicates that In cases 

involving either competftfve or complementary effects, the restrictions imposed 

by the line integral concept are necessary for valid aggregation. As a first 

step in the proposed research, the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

valid evaluation wfll be verified. 

Objective 4. To work toward operational and valid benefit cost designs that 

are appropriate to the constra ints and requirements of typical benefit cost 

methods and contexts. 

Viewed as a Taylor series expansion, conventional BC design allows the 

estimation of a valid valuation up to a second order approximation--but without 

taking account of the cross-component effects that are apparently crucial 

to a valid outcome. To replace the flawed approximation implied by the 

conventional design, two exact valuation approaches have been developed. 

The first applies to a set of component valuations elicited through contingent 

valuation. The second fits a system of demand-based valuations obtained through 

weak complementarity relations. 5 While these exact designs are satisfactory 

as conceptual guides, they are not yet in a form that specifies the categories 

of data required for actual estimation and valuation. 

To accomplish Objective 4, the analysts wfll work toward estimable 

specifications of the exact valuation designs developed for contingent and 

demand based valuation. Though perhaps outside the reach of the current proposal, 

a long range goal of the specification and approximation efforts is to develop 
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the· information obtained in a conventional procedure. 
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Objective 5. To describe the conditions under which the conventional design, 

the valid evaluation structure, and the approximate procedures may be optimal, 

satisfactory, or unreliable as indicators of benefits and costs. 

The investigation outlined by the above four objectives works toward 

the development of a set of theoretically well-characterized, applied designs 

for the BC evaluation of complex regulatory programs. Specifically, Objective 

4 advances toward a specification of the empirical designs while Objectives 

1, 2, and 3 aid In characterizing the applied designs in terms of the substitution 

relations which they allow, the asymmetries which may arise, and the degree 

to which the designs conform to the generally valid aggregation conditions. 

Criteria will be developed to surrrnarize the overall characteristics of 

different BC designs. One candidate set of criteria would define optimal 

and satisfactory BC indicators in terms of the potential Pareto improvement 

objective that is fundamental to BC analysis. 

An Outline of the Research Report 

The report is organized to around the Objectives outlined in the previous 

section. Chapters II and Ill address Objectives 1, 2, and 3. In Chapter 

I the basic structure of a valid BC framework Is developed using (1) the definition 

of a Hlcksian BC measure and (2) the analytical structure of the indirect 

utility and expenditure functions. The basic design is then used to describe 

two valid but operationally different approaches to BC analysis. To characterize 
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the error fn conventfonal procedures, conventfonal and valid BC outcomes are 

qualitatively compared. Conventional procedures are shown to ignore substitution 

lnteractfons among policy components. As a result, conventional benefit cost 

outcomes are likely to routinely fntroduce error into BC outcomes. The analysis 

of Chapter II, however, leaves open the possibility that the error Induced 

by conventional procedures might cancel or average out as the number of evaluated 

components becomes large. 

Chapter llI investigates the possibility that the conventional design 

might approxfmate a valfd benefit cost outcome as the number of evaluated 

components becomes large. An f nitfal result, however, demonstrates that the 

error f n conventional procedures accumulates and becomes systematic as the 

number of components grows. Conventfonal benefit cost outcomes are shown 

to systematfcally overstate the net benefits of polfcy change. To examine 

whether conventional procedures actually misstate the sign of benefit cost 

outcomes, a further speclffcatlon of the economy Is outlined. With this extended 

specification, the valid benefft cost design Is expanded to include price 

changes, parametrfc qualfties and quantitfes, and the profits of regulated 

firms. Once again, conventional procedures are shown to systemat ically overstate 

the net benef its associated with policy change. Moreover, if the marginal 

costs of policy change are assumed to positive, conventional procedures are 

shown to misidentify net loss policies as potential Pareto improvements. 

Chapter IV works toward the speciffcatlon of operational approximations 

of the valid BC design (Objective 4). First, the key structural elements 

of the valid design are illustrated in a Cobb-Douglas framework. Second, a 

Taylor series approximation (TSA) Is used to derive a ful 1 range of alternative 

approximations to the valid design. To demonstrate the flexibility of the 
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TSA approach, the valfd desfgn Is Implemented on simulated benefits and costs. 

Results Indicate the impact of substitution on BG outcomes. 

Chapter V summarizes the research findings and discusses the properties 

of (1) the conventional design, (2) the exact and valid approaches, and (3) 

the approximate procedures. 
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Endnotes 

l. For a full discussion, see Randall [1982]. 

2. Writfng somewhat before Marshall, Oupuit introduced a concept similar 

to the Marshall fan measure. Oupuft's work, however, seems to have been 

overlooked until the mfd-twentfeth century. 

3. The Hotelling approach fs approximate in the sense that ft addresses welfare 

change but uses the Harshallfan demands. 

4. Initial ffndfngs regarding a valid evaluation design also appear fn Randall, 

Hoehn, and Tolley. 

5. The use of weak complementarity in BC evaluation f s discussed in Haler. 



Chapter II 

CONVENTIONAL AND VALID BENEFIT COST DESIGNS 

Regulatory change alters the institutional and physical environment of 

fndfvfduals and ffrms. Some of these environmental impacts may directly affect 

the well-being of individuals. other impacts shift the cost structure of 

firms. Shifts in either supply or demand lead to changes In market prices. 

These complex and interrelated impacts pose severe problems of prediction 

and evaluation for benefft cost analysis. The solution of conventional procedures, 

however, Is somewhat too sfmple: Policy Interactions tend to be ignored and 

Impacts are evaluated independently. Recent case studies confirm intuition 

and f ndf cate that conventional procedures result in substantial error [Braeutigam 

and Noll; Hoehn and Randall]. 

The objective of this Chapter is to specify an analytical framework to 

guide improvements in benefit cost design. To Identify the basic structure 

of benefits and costs, the Hfcksfan compensating (HC) measure is defined within 

an envelope function framework. 1 The envelope function approach enables the 

BC framework to encompass both the dfrect utility Impacts of environmental 

change as well as the Impacts sustained through market price effects. The 

HC concept ensures that BC outcomes are consistent with the potential Pareto 

improvement form of BC analysis [Hishan; Brookshire, Randall, and Stoll]. 

The derived BC framework extends the structural restrictions noticed 

by Hotellfng to the general problem of evaluating an arbitrary set of price 

and environmental changes. The valfd benefit cost (VBC) design suggests two 

dffferent evaluation strategies: (1) an overall, single-step valuation similar 

fn structure to Lave's ·welfare maximization approach and (2) a sequenced, 

CC>fl1'0nent by component approach. A structural comparison of both the conventional 
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and VBC designs demonstrates that the conventional approach ignores the 

restrictions of the VBC desfgn. An initial qualitative comparison of BC outcomes 

generalizes the empirical results of recent case studies: the conventional 

design is almost certain to result in erroneous BC outcomes . 

Regulatory Change and the Hf cksfan Benefit Measures 

This section constructs the analytical tools that are used to specify 

both the conventional and valid BC designs . The section begins with a description 

of the economy and the role of regulatory policy.2 The impacts of pol icy 

are sumnarized in terms of environmental and price effects. Given a set of 

market prfces, environmental quality levels, and endowments, the indirect 

utility and expenditure functions are derived. These envelope functions are 

then used to define the net benefits associated with single impact policies. 

The economy Is composed of individual households, firms, and a regu latory 

agency or agencf es . Individual households are endowed with a set of resources 

(e.g., labor) that are exchanged at market prices. Households gain utility 

from both market goods and environmental amenities. 3 Firms transform market 

goods inputs into both market goods and environmental outputs. 4 The environmental 

output of each firm contributes to an amb ient level of environmental quality. 

The production possibilities of any particular firm are not affected by the 

production levels of other firms. Only indiv iduals are directly impacted 

by the ambient level of environmental parameters . 

Both individuals and ffrms behave atomistically and take both market 

prices and ant>ient environmental parameters as given. Thus, the role of regulatory 

agencies is to control the environmental outputs of firms in order to achieve 

a given level of ambient environmental quality. Such controls affect both 
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ambient environmental quality as well as the cost structure of firms. Consequent 

shifts In both demand and supply lead to changes in market prices, profits, 

and rental incomes. 

In order to simplify the analysis and focus on the fundamental restrictions 

of a VBC design, a full consideration of firm the level effects of regulatory 

policy is delayed until Chapter III. For the purpose of this Chapter, it 

is assumed that the entry and exit of firms leaves aggregate profits at zero 

both before and after a regulatory change. With zero economic profits, regulatory 

impacts are fully sunmarized by the changes in prices and environmental parameters 

as these impact on the opportunity .sets of Individual households. 

Given the economic structure, the analytical description of regulatory 

outcomes can be specified in terms of a vector of market price and environmental 

Impacts. J Harket prices are represented by a vector p ER. Prices are normalized 

by letting x
1 

be the numeraire and pj = (pj/p
1

) for all j E {l, ••• ,J}. 

Environmental parameters are a vector q E ff<-. The initial policy situation 

Is 

( 2. 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C P ' q ) = C P 1 ' • • • 'P J 'q l ' ••• 'qK) • 

0 For an single impact policy that changes environmental element qk from qk 

to q~, the initial policy situation is, of course, (po,qo) . The post change 

situation includes both the environmental impacts as well as a set of consequent 

price impacts. The postpolicy or post change situation is denoted 

(2.2) 
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where p~ is a vector of equilibrium prices5 subsequent to the change from 

0 1 
'\ to qk. 

The i~ct of a multipart policy that shifts environmental parameters 

from qo to 

(2.3) 

is denoted by the post change situation (pG,qG) where pG is a vector of equilibrium 

prices subsequent to the multipart change from qo to qG. A multipart policy, 

qG, changes environmental parameters q
1 

through qG but leaves environmental 

parameters qG+l through qK unaffected. 

In the discussion below, ft fs also useful to represent a multipart policy 

as a sequence of changes. For instance, the multipart polfcy qG could be 

represented as a two step sequence of impacts by changing (po,qo) to (pk,qk) 

ff rst, 

(2.4) 

and then shifting (pk,qk} to (pG,qG). Note that unlike a single impact policy, 

~·which changes only qk' a multipart policy qk affects environmental parameters 

q1 through qk and leaves only qk+l through qK unaffected. 

A household f E {l, .•. ,J} derives utility from environmental parameters, 

q. and market goods, x,, where the subscript i denotes the market goods vector 

consumed by household i. Each household i fs endowed with resources 

- - J -xf i o. xi ER where xij > O for some J E {l •••• ,J}. Across all 



-households, the aggregate resource endowment is x = 
I 
E x .• 

. l 1 1= 
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Households combine market goods and environmental parameters to produce 

well-being or utility. The utility passlbllltles of household i are sunmarfzed 

by a utility function, ui = u1cx1.q), that is strictly increasing, continuous, 

and strictly quasfconcave. Given environmental parameters, q, and income, 

pi1, a household selects a consumption bundle, x1, that maximizes utility. 

A household's Indirect utility function, v. (p,q,m . ), states the maximum utility 
1 1 

attainable at given prices, environmental parameters, and income, mi' 

(2.5) ui =max u1cx1,q) s.t. pxi = pxi' mi = px1}. 
xi 

By Roy's Identity [Varian (1978)], market goods demands are a function of 

prices, Income, and environmental parameters. 

The household's expenditure function states the minimum expenditure on 

market goods required to attain utility level u1 as a function of market prices 

and environmental parameters, 

(2.6) min pxi s.t. ui i uCx1,q)} 
x. 

1 

The defined expenditure function Is strictly increasing, homogeneous of degree 

l, strictly concave, and continuous In p. In q, the expenditure function 

is strictly decreasing and strictly convex [Hoehn]. 

The Hlckslan compensated demands state the consumption bundle that sustains 

u1 with a minimum expenditure, ei{p,q,ui). By Hotel l ing's lemna [Varian (1978)], 
• • 6 

the Hlckslan demands are xi{p,q,u 1> = Op_e1{p,q,u1> and pxf = e 1{p,q,ui). 
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At the initial situation, (po,qo), an individual household requires a minimum 

expenditure of e~ = 0 0 0 ei(p ,q ,ui) in order to attain an initial level of utility 

0 0 0 0 u1 = vi (p ,q ,m 1). 

A utility allocation is a set, a= {u1, ••• ,u1}, that specifies the utility 

attained by each household. At market prices p and environmental levels q, 

the minimum aggregate expenditure required to maintain the utility allocation 

a is simply the sum of the minimum household expenditures required to maintain 

I 
(2.7) e(p,q,ll) = I: e 1 (p,q,u . ), 

i = 1 
1 

The aggregate consumption bundle sufficient to maintain a at prices, p, and 

environmental parameters, q, is 

(2.8) x(p,q,O) = Dp_e(p,q,O) 

= 
I 
E Dp_e1 (p,q,ui) 

f = 1 

= .r x,cp,q,ui) 
1=1 

where 0 = {u1, ..• ,u1}. Finally, px(p,q,0) = e(p,q,0). 

With both the fndfrect utility and expenditure functions def ined, the 

Hicksfan benefit measures can be stated in a tractible analytical framework. 

By definition, the HC measure for a given policy change fs the amount of income, 

pafd or received, that would leave an individual household at the initial 

level of utflity, u~ 0 0 = vi(p ,q ,mi)' at the~ change level of prices and 
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1 1 environmental parameters, (pk,qk) [cf., Hicks (1943, 1956); Hishan (1971); 

Brookshire, Randall and Stoll]. Letting compensation paid by the individual 

be positive and compensation paid to the individual be negative, Definition 

2.1 states the HC measure attributable to a single impact policy. 

Oeffnftfon 2.1. Let the initial situation be (po,qo), let q~ = 

be a single impact policy under consideration, and let p~ be prices subsequent 

0 0 1 to the change from (p ,q ) to qk. The post change situation is therefore 

1 1 1 1-(pk, qk) and the post change level of income is mi = pkxi. Given the initial 

0 0 0 0 utf lft~ level u1 = vf (p ,q ,m 1), the Hicksian compensating measure is 

(2.9.1) 

(2.9.2) 

(2.9.3) 

where z = (p,q) and the integrals are line integrals. Summing over all 

fndfvfduals, the total Hicksian compensating measure is 

(2.10.1) 

c2.10·.2> 



(2.10.3) l
zl 

- ~-e(p,q,a0 >ctz 
zo 
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Definition 2.1 states several different but equivalent forms of HC. Line 

(2.9.1) states that the HC measure for household i can be measured as the 

difference between the post change level of income and the minimum level of 

expenditure that sustains u~ at post change prices and environmental parameters. 

Line (2.9.2) states that HC can be viewed as the change fn income or resource 

rents minus the change in minimum expenditure required to sustain u~. Line 

(2.9.3) states HC as the integral over a set of marginal valuations. Finally, 

lines (2.10.1) through (2.10.3) give analogous forms of the total HC measure 

obtained by surrrnfng across all individuals, i E {1, ••• ,1}. 

As described by Definition 2.1, HC encompasses the full impact of a single 

fmpact policy. The resulting net benefit measure fs consistent with the potential 

Pareto fmprovement form of BC analysis. O, the single impact 

change is a potential Pareto improvement. < O, the change fails 

the potential Pareto improvement test. 

Conventional and Valid Benefit Cost Designs 

In this section the analytical structure developed above is used to derive 

both the conventional and correct BC designs. The conventional design begins 

with the HC measure defined for each of the component impacts. The valid 

design begins with the conceptually valid HC measure defined across the overall 

impact of a multipart policy. Because the conventional approach ignores the 
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fnteractfons that arise across the multiple impacts of policy, conventional 

and valfd BC outcomes are likely to diverge. 

Before proceeding, a definftfon of terms is important. In analyzing 

the Hf cksfan measures, two types of total valuations can be distinguished: 

(l) a valuation that fs the sum total of the household specific valuations, 

hcf, f E {l, ••• ,I}, and (2) a valuation that encompasses the overall or aggregate 

effect of a multfpart policy. To distinguish the two valuations, the first 

will be referred to as a total valuation. The second is referred to as an 

aggregate or overall valuation of pol fey. 

The conventional approach to BC analysis is one of independent valuation 

and sunmatfon (IVS). With IVS, the component impacts of policy are valued 

independently as ff each impact were an isolated policy. Where an overall 

evaluation f s of interest, the independent valuations are simply added up. 

Thus, the essential structural feature of IVS is the single impact benefit 

measure described by Definition 2.1. Definition 2.2 describes the analytical 

form of the conventional approach. 

Definition 2.2. let policy be defined as a G element set of environmental 

0 G 1 1 10 0 1 changes from q to q = Cq 1, ••• ,qk, •• • ,qG,qG+l ' ···'qK). let the vector pk 

be the set of market prices subsequent to the independently considered change 

0 1 0 0 10 0 
from q to qk = Cq 1, ••• ,qk-l'qk,qk+l'···•qK). The the total valuation given 

by independent valuation and simple surrrnation (IVS) is 

(2.11) G 0 f vs, (q ,q ) = 

for a household f and the aggregate valuation f s 
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(2.12.1) G 0 G 1 0 
f vs(q ,q ) = I: hc(qk,q ) 

k=l 

(2.12.2) 
I G 0 

= I: i vs i ( q 'q ) 
i = 1 

across all households i E {l, • •• ,I}. 

Guided by the benefit outcomes of a conventional design, the change from qo 

to qG would be viewed as a potentfal Pareto improvement if ivs(qG,qO) > 0. 

The change would fail the potential Pareto fmprovement test ff 

ivs(qG,qO) < O. 

The structure of the conventional design becomes clear when each component 

valuation fs wrftten out fn full. For the aggregate IVS valuation, this structure 

is 

(2.13.1) 
G 0 G 1 0 

f vs(q ,q ) = I: hc(qk,q ) 
k= 1 

(2.13.2} 

(2.13.3) 

(2.13.4) 

In line (2.13.2), the f!T1)act q~ is evaluated as if it were an isolated, unique 

change from the initial sftuation, (po,qo}. In lines (2.13.3) and (2.13.4), 

the changes to q~ and q~ are also evaluated as if each were an isolated, unique 
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change to {po,qo}. The IVS approach values each of the G impacts as ff it 

were an isolated, incremental change from the initial policy situation, {po,qo}. 

The approach fails to account for the overall or aggregate Impact of the G 

impact change. 

The problem now fs to develop a conceptually valid BC design that accounts 

for both the overall impact of policy and the structural Interactions among 

policy components. The approach taken here is to return to the basic definition 

of the Hicksian compensating measure and to define the aggregate net benefit 

of a multipart policy in a manner analogous to Definition 2.1. That is, the 

Hicksian compensating measure for a multlpart policy is the amount of income, 

paid or received, that would leave an individual at the initial level of utility 

at the post change level of prices and environmental parameters. Definition 

2.3 states the HC for a multipart policy in analytical form. 

Oeffnftfon 2.3. Let the initial situation be {po,qo}, let 

G 1 1 O 0 G 
q = Cq 1, ••. ,q6 ,qG+l'····~> be a G Impact multipart pol icy, and let p be 

the unique vector of market price changes induced by the change from qo to 

qG. Given an initial utility level of u~ = vi(po,qo,u~), the Hicksian compensating 

measure of net benefits attributable to the multipart policy is 

(2.14.1) 

(2.14.2) 

(2.14.3) 
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where z = {p,q) and the integrals are line integrals. Sumning over all 

individuals, the total Hfcksfan compensating measure is 

{2.15.1) G 0 G- G G 0 hc{q ,q ) = p x - e(p ,q ,o ) 

{2.15.2) G 0- 0 0 G G 0 = {p - p }x + e{p ,q ,0) - e{p ,q ,O } 

{2.15.3) l
zG 

-

0

Dz_eCp,q,Ooldz 

z . 

The HC measure for a multipart policy may take on several different 

computational forms. In lfne {2.14.1), the HC measure is stated as the difference 

between postpolfcy income and the mfnfmum postpolicy expenditure that sustains 

0 u,. Alternatively, in line {2.14.2), HC is viewed as the change in income 

minus the change fn minimum expenditure required to sustain u~. Finally, 
1 

fn line {2.14.3), HC is stated as the integral over a set of marginal valuations. 

In lines {2.15.1) through {2.15.3), analogous alternative forms are stated 

for the total HC measure. 

Oeff nftfon 2.3 SUITITIBrizes the structural characterist ics of the Hf cksian 

measure of net benefits. The first of these f s that the Hlcksfan measure 

of net benefits Is the difference between two well-defined functfons--the 

linear function pi1 (or pi) and the expenditure function (see lines {2.14.1) 

and {2.15.1)). Like the single fmpact HC, the HC· measure for any multlpart 

change from (po,qo} to (pG,qG) is unique and the valuation objective of BC 
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analysis is well-defined. Second, the valid measure of HC encompasses the 

overall fmpact of policy in a single, one-step valuation. If applied evaluation 

techniques permit, an aggregate valuation of the multfpart policy is possible 

via a one-step overall evaluation design. 8 Finally, insofar as lines (2.14.3) 

and (2.15 . 3) state the rmJltfpart valuation it terms of a line integral, Def init ion 

2.3 suggests a solution to the problem of disaggregating the overall HC measure 

into a set of valid component valuations. Theorem 2. 1 states the (dis)aggregation 

result for the total HC measure. 7 

Theorent Z. 1 : 

G G to (p ,q ) . 

Let the policy under consideration be a change from (po,qo) 

Select one of the possible polygonal paths from the vector qo 

to the vector qG. Assigning subscripts l through G according to the order 

of sequenced component changes, a polygonal path of componentwise changes 

could be represented as the set of changes from (po,qo) to (p1,q1) to (p2 ,q2 ) 

to (p3 ,q3 ) and so on until all G impacts are completed with the change from 

G-1 G-1 G G G 0 (p ,q ) to (p ,q ). Then hc(q ,q) and, specifically, the line integral 

of line (2.15.3) can be decomposed to yield the component evaluations of lines 

(2.16.2) through (2.16.4), 

(2.16.2) 1 0 - 0 0 0 l l 0 = (p - p )x + e(p ,q ,O) - e(p ,q ,O) + ••• 

(2.16.3) 

L ____ _ 
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{2.16.4) G G-1 - G-1 G-1 O G G 0 + {p - p )x + e{p ,q ,O ) - e{p ,q ,O ). 

Proof. By the fact that Dzz_ei{.) is symnetric, the value of the second line 

Integral in line {2.16.1} Is Independent of the path of Integration; any acceptable 

path of integration yields the same total valuation. Furthermore, any polygonal 

path of componentwfse changes from {po,qo) to {pG,qG} is a mathematically 

acceptable path {Apostol). <>8 

Theorem 2.1 sunmarizes the important conclusions regarding a valid BCA evaluation 

design. Host Importantly, Theorem 2.1 describes two general approaches to 

the evaluation of multlpart policy. First, as indicated previously by Definition 

2.3, a single, one-step evaluation of the overall impact of policy ls theoretically 

valld. 9 Second, as described by lines {2.16.2} through {2.16.4), ft fs possible 

to disaggregate the overall policy Into its component parts and evaluate the 

effect of each policy i~ct separately, thereby obtaining a set of component 

specific valuations appropriate to regulatory planning. By sunming across 

any valid set of component valuations, the valid aggregate valuation is obtained. 

Examining lines {2.16.2) through {2.16.4), there are three general 

observations regarding the disaggregate approach. First, for a given policy, 

the valid total valuation obtained by sunmation of a valid set of component 

specific valuations Is unique. The overall valuation objective fs therefore 

well-defined. Second, to obtain a set of valid disaggregate, Impact specific 

valuations, a sequence of valuation Is selected and applied. That fs, each 

of the CorllX>nent l~cts changes from~ to~ is ordered from first until 

last and then valued sequentially along a polygonal path that begins at {po,qo) 

and ends with _(p.G,qG). Importantly, the structural restrictions imposed by 
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the line integral apply to both market prfces and environmental parameters. 

Finally, component valuations are not generally unique but vary with the particular 

sequence of valuation that is selected. For example, had a sequence of valuation 

been selected that reversed the order of componentwise changes, each of the 

valuations given fn lines (2.16.2) through (2.16.4) would be conditioned on 

. different levels of the other G-1 environmental parameters that are subject 

to policy. By changing the levels of conditfonfng parameters, the component 

valuations would also change. 

A comparison of the conventional design given by lines (2.13.1) through 

(2.13.4) with the sequenced, disaggregate VBC design gfven by lines (2.16.2) 

through (2.16.4) shows that the IVS and VBC share little in conmon. IVS evaluates 

each of the many policy impacts as ff each were a sfngle, incremental change 

0 0 in the initial policy vector, (p ,q ). The disaggregate VBC approach evaluates 

each component impact as one f n a sequence of successive incremental changes. 

The starting point for the kth policy impact fs the post change situation 

induced by the previous k-1 impacts. Only fn the case where all cross partial 

derivatives of expenditure function vanish are the valuations obtained by 

IVS the same as those obtained by VBC. Thus, only fn the case where the component 

changes are, f n fact, independent fn valuation does the disaggregate VBC approach 

reduce to the conventional design. 

Given that It f s not difficult to Imagine cases of complementarity or 

competition between market goods or environmental parameters, conditions sufficient 

for the disaggregate VBC to generally reduce to IVS may be empirically unlikely. 

However, there may exist conmon cases where either the total or component 

error in IVS may be negligible. For example, if only a small number of program 

impacts are subject to evaluation, ft may be that fnteractfons in valuation 
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between policy impacts. 
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In vfew of the likely costs of identifying specific impacts, of sequencing, 

and of coordfnatfng a valfd evaluation effort, it is possible that IVS could 

prove to be a pragnatically acceptable approach if the error in IVS were shown 

to be neg! fgible or generally non-existent. To investfgate this possibility, 

the next sectfon begins a qualitatfve comparison of IVS and VBC outcomes. 

The Evaluation of a Small Hultipart Policy 

The conventfonal approach to BC evaluation ignores substitution effects 

between policy components. Recent case studfes suggest that failure to account 

for such interactions results in substantial error [Braeutfgam and Noll; Hoehn 

and Randall]. To test the generality of these empirical results, this section 

begins a qualftative comparfson of IVS and VBC outcomes. The analysis demonstrates 

that constrained optfmization interjects systematic interactions between the 

fmpacts of polfcy. These fnteractfons are most deffnite in precisely those 

cases where naive intuition would suggest the absence of substitution effects. 

In cases where no obvious or close consumption relations exist between policy 

components, the interaction between policy components is shown to be strictly 

competitive. 

To sfmplify the fnftial analysis, the case of a relatively small policy 

fs examined. The fmplfcft assumptfon is that the resource requfrernents of 

the policy are relatively smal I and that the goods and services necessary 

to implement a policy are purchased in relatfvely large markets. Thus, it 

fs assumed that the price impacts of policy are negligible. Analytically, 

prices are held constant and the resource costs (negative or positive) of 
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policy are represented as the market cost of the market goods and services 

needed for implementation. This In turn Implies that the benefits of policy 

(positive or negative} can be represented in terms of the expenditure function 

evaluated over changes In the environmental parameters alone. Consequently, 

the net benefits of a small policy are 

(2.17} g 0 0 0 0 0 0 g 0 
hcCq:~q _,o } = e(p ,q ,O } - e(p ,q ,a } + C 

where C Is the change in public sector markets goods costs due to the change 

from qo to qg. If a policy Increases public sector market goods costs, C 

Is negative; ff policy reduces public sector market goods costs, C Is positive. 

Because market prices are constant, C is simply a sum of market goods expenditures 

required to carry out the small g impact policy and IVS suffices in the evaluation 

of costs. Project size alone, however, does not obviously weaken the restrictions 

on the evaluation of direct policy Impacts, qg. 

To determine whether IVS suffices In the context of a small multipart 

policy, the structure of the expenditure function is examined. One structural 

approach is to determine the conditions in which policy components are likely 

to be pairwise complementary, pairwise competitive, or pairwise independent 

in valuation. 

Oeffnftfon 2.5. Environmental parameters qh and qk' h,k, E {1, ••. ,K}, are 

pairwise c~lementary In valuation ff Oqhqk_e(•} < O; pairwise competitive 

If [)qkqh_e(•} > O; and pairwise independent if Dqkqh_e(.} = 0. 
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By definitfon 2.5, if ~ and qk are c~lementary in valuation, the component 

valuatfon of a change from ~ to q~ is greater if conditioned on a higher 

level of qk. If qh and qk are c~etitive, the component valuation of the 

change fn ~ fs smaller ff conditioned on a higher level of qk. Only ff qh 

and <\ are independent does the component valuation of the change in qh remain 

Invariant with changes in the level of qk. 

To determine the ff1'>8Ct of substftutfon effects on IVS relative to the 

VBC, consider a policy that changes qO to qg. Using a disaggregate VBC approach 

equation (2.9) can be restated as 

(2.18.1) gO 000 OgO hc(q ,q ) = e(p ,q ,o ) - e(p ,q ,o ) + C 

(2.18.2) 0 0 0 0 0 = e(p ,ql, • •• ,qk, ••. ,qg•···• 0 > 

+ct + ••. 

(2.18.3) 0 1 0 0 0 + e(p ,ql, ••• ,qk, .•• ,qg•···•0 ) 0 l 1 0 0 
e(p ,qi'··· ,qk, • · • ,qg, • • • ,Q ) 

+ck+ • •. 

(2.18.4) 0 1 1 0 0 + e(p ,ql, ••. ,qk, ••• ,qg, ••• ,u) 0 I I 1 0 
e(p ,qi' ••• ,qk, ... ,qg, •.• ,O ) 

+ c . g 

The IVS evaluation i s 

(2.19.1) 
g 0 g I 0 

IVS(q ,q ) = E hc(<\,q ) 
Q=I 
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(2.19.2) 0 0 0 0 0 = e(p ,q1~···•qk, •.• ,qg, ••• ,o > 

+ cl 

(2.19.3) 0 0 0 0 0 + e(p ,q1, ••• ,qk, ••• ,qg, •.• ,o > 

+ ck 

(2.19.4) 0 0 0 0 0 + e(p ,q1, ••• ,qk, ••. ,qg, ••• ,o > 

+ c . g 

With both the VBC and IVS designs described by equatfons (2.18) and (2.19), 

respectively, consider a case where pervasive competition prevails between 

environmental parameters. If environmental parameters are competitive, line 

(2 . 18.2) equals (2.19.2) but all subsequent VBC component valuations are less 

than those obtafned by IVS. Therefore with competition and q1 > qo, IVS overstates 
g g 

1 0 the benefits of environmental Improvement; If qg < q
9

, IVS understates the 

(environmental) costs of environmental deterforation. If the qk are comp lementary, 

analogous arguments would show that IVS understates the benefits of environmental 

improvements and overstates the costs of environmental deterforatfon. Only 

ff the environmental parameters are somehow independent fn valuation would 

I fnes (2.18.2) through (2.18.4) be identical to lines (2.19.2) through (2.19.4). 

By these arguments, then, ft Is clear that ff systematic substitution relations 

can be identified, the relative outcomes of IVS and a valid VBC approach can 

be determined. 

One hypothesis regarding substitution f s that the absence of close or direct 

relations in consumption might lead to independence In valuation. An fntuftively 

appealing way of expressing this absence of a dfrect linkage is by means of 

an addftfvely separable utflfty function [Green; Deaton and Huelbauer (1980a)], 
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(2.20} 

where C\i = (qh 1, .• ,qhN} is an N element subvect~r of q = Cq1, ••• ,qhn•···•qHN) 

= Cq1, ••• ,~), x~ is a vector of market goods consumed in conjunction with 

C\,• and the u1h(.) are strictly increasing and strictly concave for all 

IE {1, .•• ,1}. As simple differentiation shows, the marginal utility of component 

qhn is unaffected by a change In qkr' 

(2.21} 

h~k E {l, ••• ,H} and n,r E {1, ••• ,N}. Thus, if sets of environmental parameters 

are addftfvely separable, there is no direct interaction between environmental 

parameters in different actfvfty sets, ufh(•). However, even though this 

Independence holds fn the dfrect form of the utility function, constrained 

optfmfzation forces quite another substitution relation between additively 

separable environmental parameters. 

Theorem z.z. Let the preferences of an individual be represented by the utility 

function given in equation (2.20}. Let ufh(O,•) = O, Oqk-C\i = O, and the 

cross partfal derfvatfves of uf h be strictly positive. Then 

(2.22) e1Cp,q,ui) = mfn pxi 
x, 

s.t. 
H h 

u, = E ufh(xi'C\i} 
h=l 
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and the following properties hold for environmental parameters with non-zero 

valuations: 

1. For environmental parameters In different subvectors, the substitution 

relation Is competitive. That Is, Oqhnqkr-ef (•} > O, h;k E (l, ••• ,H} 

and n,r E (l, ••• ,N}. 

2. For distinct environmental parameters in the same subvector, qhn and 

~r' n;r E (l, ••. ,N}, the substitution relation may be either competitive, 

Independent, or complementary. 

Proof. To simplify notation for the purpases of the proof, the notation for 

household I Is suppressed. Rewrite the optimization problem In line (2.22} 

as a multistage optimization problem [Deaton and Huellbauer]. That Is, first, 

for each h E (l, • . • ,H}, solve 

(2.23} 

S t m = nvh. • • h ,...~ 

• Second, let mh, h E (l, ••• ,H}, solve 

(2.24} 
H 

e(p,q,u) = min E ~ 
"'tl h=I 

H 
s.t. u = E vh(p,~,mh) 

h=l 

I 
-- - --- - ___ _J 
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The Lagrangian for the m1n1mfzatfon problem fn lfne (2.24) fs 

H H 
(2.25) L = £ "'h + T[U - E vh(p.a._.mh)]. 

h=l h=l 'fl 

The marginal valuation of environmental parameter qhn is
10 

(2.26) 

for all h E {l, ••• ,H} and n E {l, ••• ,N}. The substftutfon relatfon fs determined 

by 

• (2.27) Oqhnqkr-e(p,q,u) = -Oqhn-vhOqkr-,. - ,.0qhnmh-_vhOqkr-mh 

To show that equation (2.25) is posftfve for additf vely separable environmental 

• parameters, ft must be shown that Oqkr-,. and that Oqkr-mh are negative. Sfnce 

the expenditure function f s decreasf ng f n q, FACTl f s obtained: 

• FACTl: Oqkr-mh < 0 for some h E {l, ••• ,H}. 

A second fact comes from the first order condftfons (foe) for the minfmfzation 

problem defined by line (2.24). By dffferentfatfng the foe wfth respect to 

qkr' equation (2.28) and (2.29) are obtained: 

(2.28) 
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for all h~k E {l, ••• ,H} and 

(2.29) 

Wfth FACTl and equatfons (2.28) and (2.29) as basic restrictions, there 

are three cases to consider fn provfng part (1) of Theorem 2.3: 

* 1. Suppose Oqkr-mh > 0 for some h;k E {l, ... ,H}. Then the righthand 

side of lfne (2.28) is negative. This implies that Oqkr-T > O and 

* that Oqkr-mh > 0 for all h#k E {l, ••• ,H}. Furthermore, in line (2.29), 

* ft must be that Oqkr-mk > 0. But this contradicts FACTl. 

* 2. Suppose Oqkr-mh = O for some h#k E {l, ••• ,H}. Then the righthand 

sfde of line (2.28) is zero. This implies that Oqkr-T = O and that 

* Oqkr-mh = 0 for all h#k E {l, ••• ,H}. In addition, from line (2.29), 

* Oqkr-mk > O. But this again contradicts FACT!. 

* 3. Suppose Oqkr-mh < 0 for some h;k E {l, ••. ,H}. Then the righthand 

side of line (2.28) is positive. This Implies that [)qkr-T < 0 and 

* that Oqkr-mh < 0 for all h#k E {l, ••• ,H}. From line (2.29), 

* > Oqkr-mk ( O. This is not inconsistent with FACTl. 

• From cases 1 through 3, it must be that [)qkr-T < O and Oqkr-mh < 0 for al I 

h~k E {l, .•• ,H}. The first conclusion of the Theorem 2.3 therefore follows 

from line (2.27). 

For envfronmental parameters linked by specific consumptfon activities, 

the substitution relation between qkn and qkr is given by 
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• • (2.30.2) - T[)qknmk-vk[)qkr-mk 

(2.30.3) 

For n~r E (1, ••• ,N}, the right-hand side of line (2.30.1) is positive but 

lfne (2.30.2) may be posftfve, negatfve, or zero. Lfne (2.30.3) fs negative. 

Thus, the substftutfon relation between qkn and qkr for n1r E (1, .•• ,N} may 

be competitf ve, complementary, or, ff positive and negative quantities just 

happen to cancel, independent. <> 

Theorem 2.2 demonstrates that, with a small number of policy impacts, the 

qualftative fmpact of substitution depends upon the particular valuation context. 

If environmental parameters are linked in specific consumption activities, 

efther competition, complementarity, or independence is possible. However, 

independence in valuation is likely to occur only ff (1) environmental parameters 

are linked by specfffc consumption relations and (2) the elements of righthand 

sfde of equation (2.30) sum exactly to zero. Given no systematic rationale 

for an exact canceling of terms, independence appears unlikely. 

In a many evaluation contexts, it may be that environmental parameters 

are not linked by specific consumption relations. For example, additive 

separability is often an explicit assumption in the household production models 

[Gorman, Lancaster] and is conmonly implicft fn econometric analyses [Deaton 

and Huellbauer (1980a)]. Additive separability across time dated consumption 
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activit ies is a conrnon presumption of economic analysis [Heckman and MacCurdy] . 

Addit ionally, the expected utility property may induce additive separability 

between environmental parameters. To see this, suppose that the enjoyment 

of~ is associated with a probabilist i c outcome k E {l, ••• ,K} 

K 
that occurs with a probability wk' E wk= 1. Then a household's utility 

k=l 

function i s 

(2.31) 
K 

ui = uf[ E wk•cx , .~>J 
k=l 

Using the expected utility property 

(2.32) 

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that the expected utility property results in the 

ut i lity function given fn line (2.32). Then environmental parameters,~ E 

{l, • •. ,K}, are competitive in valuation . 

Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 suggest the sign of the substitut ion effects 

that can be expected in different valuat ion contexts . For environmental parameters 

separated by space, time, or the expected utility property, competitive effects 

are certa in to arise. Such competitive effects appear to generalize the case 

study results of Hoehn and Randall and may be extended to encompass the results 

of Braeutigam and Noll. If environmental parameters are linked by spec ific 

and direct consumpt ion interactions, complementar ity may be possible but must 

be strong enough to offset sources of competition. Direct consumption interactions 
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are therefore necessary but not sufff cf ent for complementarity. Ff nal ly 

independence appears unlikely. For independence, direct consumption interactions 

must be present and sources of competftion and complementarfty must exactly 

offset each other. Given the probable background of interaction and substitution, 

conventional BC procedures are almost certain to routfnely produce erroneous 

BC outcomes. 

A Sunmary of Benefft Cost Evaluation Design 

Accurate evaluation of the beneffts and costs of regulatory policy requires 

that the overall impacts be evaluated holistically. The conceptually valid 

benefit cost design given by Theorem 2.1 suggests two dffferent strategies 

in actual evaluation. The first approach is described by lfnes (2.14) and 

(2.15). The first approach evaluates the entire policy as a single unit or 

single set of fmpacts. The second approach is described by lines (2.15.2) 

through (2.15.4). This later design partitfons the overall policy outcome 

fnto its component fmpacts and then values each impact sequentially. 

The valid disaggregate design has three essential characteristics. First, 

the total valuation obtained by sunmation of a set of valid, component specific 

valuations is identfcal to the HC measure obtained with the single step design. 

Thus, the overall or aggregate valuation objective is clear and wel I-defined. 

Second, to obtafn the valid aggregate valuation via a disaggregate design, 

a sequence of valuation fs selected and applied . A valid (polygonal) sequence 

of valuation arrays the components of policy from first until last and then 

evaluates each impact sequentfally by changing one component at a time from 

its initial to its postpolicy level. The valid aggregate valuation is obtained 

by sunmation of the sequenced, component specf ff c valuations. Finally, the 
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component valuations are not unique but are conditioned on the selected sequence 

of valuat ion . Generally, each sequence of valuation yields a different set 

of component specific valuations. 

Because the restrictions imposed by a valid des ign are severe, a qualitative 

analysis was carried out to assess the impact of conventional procedures on 

benefit cost outcomes. The analysis reached three conclusions. First, if 

environmenta l parameters are additively separable, competit i ve effects are 

certain. Such separability may be induced by household techno logy, by spatial 

or temporal separation, or by uncertainty via the expected ut i lity property. 

In these cases, conventional BC procedures can be expected to systematically 

overstate the net benefits of policy change . 

Second, if environmental parameters are l i nked by direct consumption 

interactions, complementarity is possible. However, complementary eff ects 

must be strong enough to overcome the sources of competition that remain 

operative. Direct consumption l i nkages are therefore necessary but not sufficient 

for complementary effects. 

Finally, independence in valuation fs possible if Cl} environmental parameters 

are linked by specific consumpt ion relations and (2) sources of COfl1l lementarity 

and competition Just happen to sum exactly to zero. Given no general rat ionale 

for such a fortuitous outcome, independence appears unlike ly. Insofar as 

the conditions for COfl1letition and, to a lesser extent, for complementarity, 

seem far more probable than those· required for independence, convent ional 

benefit cost procedures are almost certain to routinely result in erroneous 

benefit cost outcomes . 
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Endnotes 

1. Silberberg gfves an overview of the envelope function approach. Chipman 

and Hoore, Small and Rosen, and Hanemann apply the approach to various 

welfare measurement problems. 

2. The description of households, firms, and pricing ts similar to that described 

by Arrow and Hahn. For additional depth on aspects of household production, 

see Hajid, Sinden, and Randall or Bockstael and McConnell. 

3. Environmental amenftfes are broadly defined to Include a full range of 

unpriced, parametric qualities and quantftfes that impact directly on 

the utility possfbilltfes of indfvfdual households. Such parameters may 

be legal, fnstftutfonal, or physical fn nature. 

4. The aggregate production set ts assumed to be convex and compact. Additional 

properties are detailed fn the next Chapter. 

5. A more complete description of these equilibrium prices ts gfven fn Chapter 

111. 

6. Os_ ts the first partial derivative operator where the derivative is taken 

with respect to the vector s. Dss_ is the second derivative operator 

with respect to the vector s. Dsr_ = Dr_{Ds_) is the second cross partial 

derivative operator with respect to the vector r. 

7. An Identical disaggregation result would hold for the hc 1(qG,qO), i E 

{1, ••• ,1}. For both the total and Individual cases, the structure and 

proof of the {df s)aggregation design depend upon the structure of 

e 1Cp,q,ufi. 

8. The end of a proof is indicated with a <>. 

9. Contingent valuation [Randal I, Ives, and Eastman; Brookshire, Ives, and 

Schulze] provides one approach to encompass the overall impact of policy. 
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10. The relevant Kuhn-Tucker ffrst order condftfons are assumed to be met 

wfth equal fty. 
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Chapter III 

ASSESSING THE POSSIBILITY OF SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN 

CONVENTIONAL BENEFIT COST OUTCOMES 

With routine public sector use of benefit cost analysts, conventional 

BC procedures may be simultaneously and Independently applied to a large nuntler 

of policy alternatives. Results of the last Chapter indicate that the conventional 

desfgn ts almost certain to result in erroneous, component specific BC outcomes. 

Though thfs theoretical finding generalizes case study evidence (Hoehn and 

Randal 1; Braeutfgam and Noll], there does exist the possibility that overall, 

across the many alternatives posed by a policy agenda, the errors Induced 

by IVS may cancel or average out by some law of large numbers. If such errors 

do In fact cancel, IVS may on average approximate a valid BC outcome. 

The problem taken up In this Chapter ts whether the errors of the IVS 

design can be expected to cancel or average out as the number of evaluated 

pol icy Impacts becomes large. To capture the essential features of the large 

number case, the first section of thfs Chapter defines a policy environment 

that is "epsilon augmentable." Using the framework developed fn the last 

Chapter, IVS procedures are found to systematically overstate the desirability 

of policy change. Left unclear, however, Is whether conventional procedures 

actually misidentify net loss policies as potential Pareto improvements. 

To determine whether conventional procedures actually misstate the sign 

of BC outcomes, ft ts necessary to reffne the description of the economy. 

The topological properties of aggregate production and consumption are of 

particular Interest. Thus, the second section details the structure of aggregate 

demand and supply and sunmarfzes the relevant general equf lfbrfum results. 
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To extend the results of the last Chapter, the HC measure f s deff ned fn a 

manner approprfate to the explicit general equf llbrlum structure. 

The next two sections dertve and analyze the conventional and valid BC 

designs. The third sectfon deffnes both the conventional and valid measures. 

The structural restrictions of the valid design are shown to be virtually 

identical to those obtained In the structural ly more s fmple economy of Chapter 

II. The fourth section extends the fnltlal large number theorem. For a general 

case where the margfnal costs of polfcy change are posftlve, conventional 

procedures are shown to mfsfdenttfy net loss policies as potential Pareto 

improvements. 

An lnitfal Conparlson of Benefit Cost Outcomes f n the Large Nu!Dber Case 

In a contemporary setting, BC analysts may be applied to a large number 

of policy alternatives under the authority of a large number of diff erent, 

autonomous pub l ic agencies . Conventional procedures, however, ignore the 

overall policy agenda and view each policy component or small set of components 

as the next margfnal Increment to an fnftlal set of baseline condftfons. 

When evaluated as the next marginal increment, a large nunt>er of policy components 

are likely to appear benef icial on benef it cost terms. To formalize this 

notion of a large number of apparently benefic ial components, the policy 

environment fs described as "epsilon augmentable . " 

Definition 3.1 : A pol icy environment i s eps i lon augmentable if for a G impact 

policy and real crfterfon E > 0 ft is possfble to ffnd an additfonal component 

0 1 0 1 
qG+l and component po li cy change from qG+l to qG+l' qG+l # qG+l' 
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such that the independently evaluated net benefits of the component change 

exceed the criterion epsilon. 1 0 That Is, hc(~+l'q) > E. 

By Oeffnltfon 3.1, policy Is epsi lon augmentable ff ft fs possible to 

append any G Impact change with an addftional component change from qg+l to 

q~+l th~t fs valued nontrfvlally In Independent valuation . I n th f s eps i 1 on 

augmentable policy environment, one can begfn to Investigate whether or not 

the errors Introduced by IVS cancel or average out as the number of policy 

components becomes large. 

Theore111 3.1: Let the policy environment be epsilon augmentable and suppose 

that prices are computed for compensated equf libr fa. 1 Let only components 

with independent valuations greater than epsilon be considered for implementation. 

Then ff G fs the number of policy Impacts under consideration, there Is a 

finite Integer N such that for G > N, IVS overstates the Hfcksfan compensating 

measure associated wfth the policy agenda as well as the net benefits of at 

least some subset of components. 

Proof. To show that IVS overstates the HC measure of benefits for some G > N 

impacts, note first that the IVS measure of benefits is not bounded; for each 

additional component included In the pol icy agenda, the IVS measure of compensation 

Increases by at least epsilon. 

The HC measure, however, Is bounded. To see this, suppose first that 

some positive quantity of the numerafre fs essential fn order allow the economy 

to sustain o0
. -Then the HC measure Is bounded by . x

1 That f s, 
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for any number of i~cts G, there f s a real number sG > O such that 

( 3. 1) 

G G = (P2•···•PJ). 

x1• For N = x1;e and G > N f ~cts, 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) G 0 > hc(q ,q ). 

That fs, for G larger than N = x
1
;e, IVS fs certain to exceed the valid HC 

measure. 

If the fnftfal numeraf re Is fnessentfal ft may not be possible to compensate 

solely by a portion of x1 and eliminate the gain due to (pG,qG). In thfs 

case, the numeraf re fs not useful as a means of c~rf son and ft f s necessary 

to redefine HC fn terms of a vector of resources that are essential to sustain 

u0 [cf., Randall and Stol 1, 1980b]. Certainly the endowment vector, x, as 

J 
a whole Is essential. In this case, normalize prices so that Ph = Ph/[ E pj). 

J=l 

Oef lne the HC measure as 

(3.3) 
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J 
= o and hc(qG,pG) Is bounded by Ex . = a* since 

J= 1 J 

p J < l. 

Define the IVS aggregate measure as 

(3.4) 

' 1- 1 1 0 1-where p
9
xs

9 
- e(p

9
,q

9
,a ) = o. By assumption, Cl - Sg)p

9
x > e. Therefore, for 

• N = B /E and G > N Impacts, 

(3.5.1) 

• (3.5.2) > B 

(3.5.3) G 0 > hc(q ,q >. 

Therefore, In either the numeralre or vector compensation case, there ls a 

finite N and G > N large enough such that the IVS measure overstates the valid 

Hf ckslan compensating measure of net benefits. 

Finally, in either the numeralre or vector compensation case, the sum 

of the valid set of component benefits forms a bounded sequence of real numbers 

as G Increases. Thus, as G becomes large, the valid measure of c~nent 

benefits due to the Gth Impact must either (1) approach zero or (2) become 

negative. Because the IVS measure of component benefits exceeds E > O, IVS 

procedures overstate component benefits for at least some subset of component 

Impacts. <> 
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In interpreting Theorem 3.1, there are two points to note. First, Theorem 

3.1 does not determine a least upper bound or smallest number of Impacts G 

for which IVS overstates Hlckslan compensation. However, In a probabi l istic 

sense, the smallest number of Impacts for which IVS overstates a VBC outcome 

could be taken as a random number on the set on Integers (2, ••• ,N}. In this 

sense, Theorem 3.1 certainly demonstrates that the probability that IVS exceeds 

a VBC outcome converges to one as G lncreases. 2 Less formally , one would 

expect that the probability that IVS exceeds a VBC outcome would tend to increase 

as G Increases. 

Second, given the large number result , IVS evaluation appears l ikely to 

introduce an add it ional degree of lnstab f lfty Into policy selection process 

than would otherw ise be the case wfth a VBC strategy. That Is, by overstating 

net benefits, IVS overstates the desirability of policy change, the desirability 

of policy action. For example, ft seems quite possib le that a policy select ion 

process may take the relative size of net compensat ion as a measure of desirability 

and may perhaps trade off positive benefit cost results aga inst other criter ia . 

If so, IVS overstates the desirability of policy action. Furthermore, If 

actually Implemented, the policy agenda as well as at least a subset of policy 

components are likely to be found less desirable than anticipated. Ex post 

evaluat ion may Indicate grounds for a policy reversal. 3 

The Hlcks lan Compensating Measure in a General Egufllbrfum Setting 

Theorem 3.1 provides an IO¥>Ortant Initial result: IVS procedures overstate 

the net benefits of pol icy change as the number of evaluated Impacts becomes 

large. Left unclear, however, Is whether conventional procedures actually 

Identify a subset of policy components as having positive net benef its when, 
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In fact, the valid measure of net benefits fs negative. To investigate the 

relative size of aggregate benefits and costs, a more detailed analysis of 

economic structure Is necessary. Thus, In the first subsection , the properties 

of aggregate demand and supply are detailed and several relevant general 

equf lfbrfum results are sunmarfzed. In the second subsection, the Hfckslan 

compensating measure Is used to construct a BC design appropriate to a general 

equilibrium setting. 

Consunptfon, Production, and Policy 

The objective of this subsection Is to detail the economy described In 

the last Chapter and to sunmarlze several general equilibrium results that 

are useful In analyzing the large number case. Thus, the starting point 

Is the economy composed of households, firms, and regulatory agencies as described 

fn the last Chapter. 4 

As f n the previous Chapter, household preferences are sunmarlzed by a 

utf 1 lty function, U·f = Uf (Xf ,q), that f S strictly increasing, cont inuous, 

and strictly quasfconcave. The set of household demands that yield utility 

+ equal to or greater than u1 at environmental quality level q is x1cq,u 1> c R. 

Thus, a household's expenditure function is 

(3.6) e1Cp,q,u 1> = {e 1 I e 1 =min px1 s.t. x1 e x1Cq
1
u1 >} 

xi 

I 
An aggregate consumption bundle is x = E x

1 
and the set of aggregate 

I= 1 ' 

demands that yield a utility allocation not dominated by the allocation 

Q = {u1, ••• ,u1} at environmental quality q is X(q,0). As in the previous 

Chapter, the aggregate expenditure requ ired to maintain the utility allocation 

O f s, at prices p and environmental parameters q, 



(3.7) 
l 

e(p,q,0) = E ef (p,q,ui)' 
f =l 

A ffrm f E {l, ••• ,F} produces a netput yf E RJ using a convex and 
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df fferentfable transformatfon functf on Tf(yf'~) ~ O where Tf is strictly 

Increasing in yf and ~ (Oyf-Tf > o. Oqf-Tf > 0) and Tf(0,0) = O. The vector 

cy ERK denotes the amount of environmental improvement (impafrment) produced 

by ffrm f E {l, ••• ,F}. The background or natural level of nonmarket goods 

is normalized at 0. To capture the notion of materials balance [Kneese, Ayres, 

and d'Arge], ft fs assumed that for any y} ~ O, there is a q} < O such that 

1 l 
Tf(yf'~) > 0 for all ~ S qf. Across firms the allocation of environmental 

production is Q = {q1, ••• ,~} and the level of environmental quality perceived 

by households is q = g(Q), g:RFxrJ<->R, where g is continuous and monotonically 

increasing. For a given firm, the market goods production set is Yf(Q) where 

Yf(Q') = YfCQ") if and only if qf = Qf· 
F 

An aggregate netput vector is a vector y = E yf. At a given Q, the 
f=l 

aggregate production set Is 

(3.8) 
F 

Y(Q) = (y I y = E yf' yf E Yf(Q)}. 
f=l 

The aggregate production set for both market and nonmarket goods Is 

(3.9) 
F 

w = {(y,q) I Y = E yf' yf e Yf<Q>, q = gCQ>, Q e RFxrJ<}. 
f=l 
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A fundamental assertion of economic models f s scarcity; that something cannot 

be produced from nothing. To impose thfs notion of scarcity on the present 

economic model, ft Is asserted that a positive level of market and norvnarket 

goods cannot be produced without an initial endowment of resources, 5 

(3.10) w n c cy,q> I cy,q> ~ o> = co>. 

Gfven resource endowments, x, the feasible production sets are 

(3.11) "= {(y,q) I y + x ~ O, (y,q) E W} 

and 

" (3.12) Y(Q) = {y I y + x ~ O, y E Y(Q)}. 

6 Given the assumptions made thus far, both W and Y(Q) are compact. 

For a nonmarket allocation Q and a utf lfty allocation 0 = {u1, ••• ,u1J, 

def f ne the set of excess demands as 

(3.13) O(Q,D) = {d I d = x - y - x, x E X{Q,0), y E Y{Q), q = g{Q)}. 

At {Q,0) the set of feasible excess demands is 

" {3.14) O{Q,0) = {d I di O, d E O{Q,Q)}. 

O{Q,Q) is compact and convex. 7 
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At Q, a utility allocation O is feasible tf O(Q,D) ts nonempty. The 

utflfty allocation fs condftfonally Pareto efficient ff 0 is feasible and 

not dominated by any other feasible allocation. Given the ass~tfons on 
.... 

f ndfvidual preferences, ff 0 is Pareto efficient, then OCQ,0) and O(q,0) are 

dfsjofnt from {d I d < 0}. 

The role of regulatory agencies fs to control the allocation of environmental 

f~trment Q in order to regulate the ambient level of envirorvnental parameters, 

q = g(Q). Given Q, the profits or losses of firms are distributed via a net 

dividend-tax share, ti' where the subscript f fndfcates the dividend-tax share 

I 
of the fth household and E t 1 = l. Gfven tt the dfvfdend-tax of the tth 

f=l 

8 household fs t 1py. For sf~ltcfty, the discussion below fs carried out for 

a df vfdend-tax share based on a household's relative fncome, t 1 = pi1/p)(. 

An fnftial competitfve equf lfbrfum fs a price vector po> O, a consunption 

allocatfon st0 = {x~ I f E (1, • • • ,1)}, and a production allocation 9o = 

0 (yf I f E (l, ••• ,F)} such that 

Given the described economic structure, ft can be shown that, for some Qo, 

an initial competftfve equilfbrfum exfsts and fs condftfonally Pareto efffcfent. 9 

That fs, atomfsttc exchange eliminates all feasible gains from trade tn market 

goods given the level of environmental regulatory controls, Qo. Below, tt 



is assumed that the initial allocation of market and environmental goods, 

{~o,Qo}, is susta ined by a competitive equilibrfl.in. 

Conditional Pareto efffcfency suggests the possibility of a Pareto or 

welfare improvement through some reallocation of environmental controls. 
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In this context, an agency may use benefit cost analysts to determine whether 

a given reallocation is beneficial. 

The Hicksian COf!J?ensating Measures 

In the general setting, the Hicksfan compensating measure is the amount 

of nt.rneraire compensation that would leave fndfvfduals at the initfal utility 

allocation at the post pol fey level of nonmarket goods. In other words, if 

fndfvfduals are collectively compensated by the HC measure, the initial utility 

allocation fs conditionally Pareto efficient at the post policy level of nonmarket 

goods. 

Oeffnftton 3.2: Let conmodity x1 be the numeraire, QO the initial al location 

of regulatory controls, and a0 the initial utility allocation. Let Q be either 

a single or multfpart po l icy alternative. The aggregate Hicksian compensating 

measure is a real number he = hc(Q,QO) such that for the vector he = hc(Q,QO) 

0 = [hc(Q,Q ),O, •.• ,O], 

(3.15) Cd + he I d e oc~.a0 l n Cd I d ~ Ol = col 

where q = g(Q). For a single impact pol icy, l 
<\' the relevant Hicksfan measures 

1 O 1 0 G are hck = hck(Qk,Q) and hck = hc(Qk,Q ). For a multipart policy, q, the 

relevant Hfcksfan measures are hcG = hc(QG,QO) and hcG = hc(QG,Qo). 
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As In Chapter II, the HC measures can be used to ldentffy a regulatory 

pol fey that fs a potential Pareto Improvement (PPI) from among a set of policies 

that include potent ially Pareto inferior CPPF) alternatives. Simply put, 

a policy proposal is a PPI ff the fnftfal utility allocation can be sustained 

with a surplus of at least some market goods. Hore rigorously, a regulatory 

policy Is a PPI ff there Is ad E D(Q,OO) and d < o. A regulatory policy 
A 0 

Is PPF ff D(Q,O) = ~. For PPF policies, the utility damage may be so devastating 

that the Initial utf lfty al location can not be sustained for any he< O. 

However, since the focus below fs on dfstfnguishing PPI from PPF, these nonflnlte 

compensation cases are Ignored. Theorem 2.1 shows regulatory change Is a 

PPI ff and only ff he > O. 

Theorem 3.2: Let QO be the initfal allocation of nonmarket controls and a0 

the initial utility allocation. Let Q be either a single or multi-impact 

pol fey alternative. The regulatory change from QO to Q is a potential Pareto 

Improvement If and only ff there exists a unique he > 0 such that 

(3.16) Cd+ he I de D<Q.o0>J n Cd I d ~ OJ = coJ 

Proof . (See appendix) 

Because a0 Is Pareto efficient when the economy Is compensated by he, there 

Is a price vector p >Osuch that (1) household expenditure Is minimized over 

0 X1CQ,O) at x1 for all I e {1, ••• ,J}, (2) profits are maxfmfzed over Yf(Q) 

at yf for all f E {1, ••• ,F}, and (3) 0 = px - py - pi+ he (cf., Arrow and 

Hahn) . For a single f~ct policy, q~, thfs price vector is denoted~ and 



.. 
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the optfmal choices of the f ndf vfdual and ff rm are, respectf vely, x ik and 

Yfk. For a multlpart policy, qG, the equilibrium price vector fs pG and the 

optimal choices of the f ndf vf dual and ff rm are denoted xG and yG 

Deftnttton 3.3: For the regulatory change qo to Q, the Hicksian compensating 

measure for a household f Is a real number hc1 such that 

(3.17.1) 

(3.17.2) 

For a sfngle Impact pol fey, the household's compensating measure fs denoted 

0 hcfk = hcfk(~,Q ). for the multfpart policy, the household's compensating 

G G 0 measure ts hci = hc 1CQ ,Q ). 

As fn Oeffnftfons 2 . 1 and 2.3, Oeffnftion 3.3 fndfcates that the HC measure 

fs the dffference between the household's income at the compensated postpolicy 

0 price vector p and the minimum Income required to sustain a at (p,q). By 

notfng that Initial fncome equals the fnltfal expenditure required to maintain 

u~, the Hlckslan compensating measure can also be written 

(3.18) 

By lfne (3.18) the Hlcksfan compensatfng measure can be written as the (1) 

the change f n rental f ncome plus (2) the change fn df vfdends or taxes minus 
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(3) the change In mfnfmum expenditure required to sustain the initial utility 

level. If hc 1 > O, a household realizes the initial utility level with an 

expenditure less than the postpolfcy level of income and the change i s an 

improvement. If hc 1 < O, the fnftfal utility level could not be realized 

at the postpolfcy level of Income and the household would be made worse off 

by the change. If each household Is compensated by hc 1, the set {D,p.~.Q} 

I 
Is a postpolfcy compensated equilibrium and he= E hc1• By Theorem 3.2, 

I= l 

ff he >O, the change from QO to Q1 Is a PPI. 

Finally, the results of Varian {1975) can be used to show that given 

q and a0, the compensated equilibrium Is unique. Compensation, hc 1, depends 

only upon the Initial utility al location and the postpolicy regulatory control 

Q. That is, in a comparative static setting, hci and he are conceptually 

Independent of the path of regulatory changes used to accomplish the change 

f n nonmarket goods. 

Generalized Conventional and Valid Benefit Cost Designs 

The generalized Hfcksfan benefit measures defined above provide the basic 

elements for both the conventional and va l id BC designs. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, conventional and valid approaches are Identical for a s i ng le Impact 

policy. However, for a multlpart pol fey, conventional and valid designs diverge. 

The IVS net benefit measure Is the sum of single Impact benefit measures. 

The valid design Is derived directly from the Hlcksian benefit measure defined 

on a multfpart policy. 

To construct the IVS design for a multlpart po l icy, Definition 3.4 uses 
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the single Impact or component specific valuations described In Definitions 

3.2 and 3.3. 

Definition 3.4: Let Policy be a G Impact set of changes beginning at QO and 

ending at QG. The PoStPollcy level of environmental quality Is qG = g(QG}, 

(3.19) 

The aggregate c()l11)ensatlng measure given by Independent valuation and sunmatlon 

(IVS} Is 

(3.20.l) 

(3.20.2) 

(3.20.3) 

(3.20.4) 

K I 
= E E hcf k 

k= l I= l 

where yk and xk denote, respectively, the aggregate supply and aggregate demand 

vectors at a postPolicy compensated equilibrium subsequent to a single impact 

0 l change from Q to Qk. 

To develop a valid alternative to the IVS design, Theorem 3.3 also begins 

with Definitions 3.2 and 3.3. However, the starting Point for a valid evaluation 

of multlpart Po'llcy fs the HC measure defined over a multipart policy. 
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Theorem 3.3: Let the policy under consideration be a change from QO to QG. 

Select a sequence of controls from QO to QG such that the environmental impacts, 

G 1 10 O • 0 q ={q 1, ••• ,qG,qG+l'"""'qK}' are accomplished sequent1ally by changing q 

to q1 first, q1 to q2 second, q2 to q3 thtrd, and so on untf l all G Impacts 

are accomplished with the change from qG-l to qG. A valid desfgn to obtain 

the total and component specfff c Hlcksfan compensatfng measures assocfated 

wfth a multfpart policy Is 

(3.21.2) 

(3.21.3) = 

0 0 0 l 1 0 + e(p ,q .a > - e(p ,q .a > 

(3.21.4) + k k-1 - k k k-1 k-1 
(p _ -p )x+py -p Y 

k-1 k-1 0 k k 0 + e(p ,q .a > - e(p ,q .a > 

(3.21.5) + G G-1 - G G G-1 G-1 
(p - P )x + P Y - P Y 

G-1 G-1 0 G G O + eCp ,q .a > - e(p ,q .a ). 

where yk and xk denote aggregate production and aggregate demand subsequent 

to a change from qk-l to Qk. 
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Proof. The sequenced valuations given In lines (3.21.2) through (3.21.5) 

reduce to the valid total measure of benefits (respectively, lines (3.21.1)) 

by simple algebraic cancellation. 

Theorem 3.3 sunmarlzes the general requirements of a valid BC design. 

The sole distinction between lines (3.21} and the results of the last Chapter 

Is that lines (3.21) provide for a change In profits. Once again, two general 

approaches are possible. First, as Indicated by line (3.21.l), the single 

one-step valuation of the overall Impact Is possible. Second, as described 

by lines (3.21.2) through (3.21.5), ft Is conceptually possible to decompose 

the overall policy Into Its constituent parts and evaluate the impact of each 

Impact separately. 

The restrictions of the valid Cdfs)aggregatfon design are analogous to 

those of Chapter II. First, the total valuation obtained by a valid sequenced 

approach equals the valid aggregate HC measure. Second, to obtain a set of 

valid component specific valuations, a sequence of valuation fs selected and 

applied. 0 1 That is, the component impacts, the changes from qk to qk' are be 

ordered from first until last and then valued sequentially along a polygonal 

path that begins at qo and ends at qG. Third, the component valuations are 

not unique but vary with the particular valuation sequence that is selected. 

As In the simple case of Chapter 2, had a different sequence of valuation 

been selected, say, one that reversed the order of component specific changes, 

a different set of component valuations would have been obtained. 

As in Chapter 11, the VBC approach has little In conmon with the IVS. 

As In the simple case, the IVS evaluates each of the G Impacts as if each 
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0 were a sing le Incremental change In the fnftfal Po li cy vector, q. The VBC 

evaluates each component as a step In a sequence of changes that begins at 

qo and ends at qG. 

Conventional and Valid Benefit Cost Outcomes In the Genera l Case 

In thfs section the comparison of IVS and valid BC outcomes Is extended 

to the general context. As a first step in this extens ion, the Hicks fan 

compensating measure Is analyzed and the results of Theorem 3. 1 are shown 

to hold In a general economic context: as the number of Polfcy components 

becomes large, the IVS design overstates the benef its of Pol icy change. Since 

this Initial result Is due largely to the notion of resource scarc ity, the 

initial large number result Is relatively f r ee of auxi l iary assumptions. 

To examine the relative size of aggregate benefits and costs, an addltfonal 

assumption fs made: It is assumed that the marginal costs of Po li cy change 

are nonzero. 

To this Point the notion of scarc ity has been largely Impl icit. For 

fnstance, the boundedness of feasible productfon plans lfmfts the feasible 

quantity of both market and environmental goods. For consumption, such a 

limitation becomes economically relevant when x1cq,u1> c R+ and o ~ x1cq,u1>. 

That Is, when a nonnegative quantity of market goods f s requ ired In order 

to sustain an ac:infssible utility level. 7 Because of Its Importance to the 

analysis of th i s section, the restriction on consumpt ion Is highl ighted with 

the following definition. 

Definition 3.5: Market goods are essential to the init ial utility a l location, 
0 0 . 

a, ff u1CO,q) < u1 for all q and some f E {1, ••• ,I}. 
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Wfth these prelfmfnarfes, the analysts of a policy agenda can be extended 

to the general context. Theorem 3.4 generalizes the Initial result of Theorem 

3 .1. 

Theorem 3.~: Let the policy environment be epsilon augnentab le and let market 

goods be essential to the initial utf lfty allocation, a0• Suppose that only 

components wfth independent valuations greater than epsf Ion are cons idered 

for fmplementatfon. Then ff G fs the number of polfcy impacts under consideration, 

there Is an integer N such that for G > N, IVS overstates the valid Hfckstan 

compensating measure associated wfth the policy agenda. 

Proof. The proof differs from that of Theorem 3.1 only In terms of the bound 

GO "O - " 0 on hc(Q ,Q ). Let oca) = {d I d = x - y - xi 0, (y,q) E w. x E xco )} . 
oca0) Is clearly bounded above. Since W Is bounded and x > O for all 

0 " 0 " 0 x E XCO ), 0(0) must be bounded below. Clearly, DCQ,O) Is contained in 

oco0). Since OCOO) fs bounded, the HC measure identified in Definition 3.2 

Is bounded for a I I Q. 

To extend the analysis to the relative size of benefits and costs, ft i s assumed 

that regulatory change fs mfnfmally costly. 

Definition 3.5: Regulatory change Is mfnlmally costly for changes Qk to Qk-l 

k k-1 
ff (l) there Is a f i rm f for which qfk > qfk and (2) the margina l cost of 

k-1 k 
the change qfk to ~k fs nontrivial. f1argfnal cost, HCfk' Is nontrivial 

If there Is aµ> Osuch that HCfk = (Dqk-Tf) /CDx 1_Tf) >µfor al l changes 
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The final step in the analysis is to demonstrate that, as the nlJ'lt>er of evaluated 

impacts becomes large, conventional BC procedures mfsfdentffy net loss policies 

as potential Pareto Improvements. 

Theorem 3.5: Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 hold and suppose that regulatory 

change is minimally costly. Then there is an integer H such that for G > H, 

IVS not only (a) overstates the valid Hfckslan compensating measure associated 

with a G Impact change but also (b) mfsldentfffes nonPPI alternatives as PPI. 

Proof. Theorem 3.4 demonstrates the conclusion (a). To derive (b), conceptually 

partition an H Impact regulatory change, QO to QH, into two stages. Let Stage 

I encompass (1) the consumption effects of the change from QO to QH and (2) 

the regulatory effects on firms wfth marginal control costs less than or equal 

to ~. Denote the production controls of Stage I as the change from QO to 

"H 
~. Let Stage II encompass only the regulatory controls on firms with marginal 

control costs greater than~. Denote the production controls of Stage II 
"H H as the change from Q to Q . 

The feasible aggregate demands resulting from Stage I are defined by 

(3.22) - H 0 "H t1 = {d I d = x - y - x s o, x e XCQ .a >. ye Y<Q >. q = g<Q >J. 

and D<Q",o> is assumed to be nonef11)ty. Let h~H measure the benefits of Stage I: 

(3.23) 0 ~ d + ~H 
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for all d E DCQH,OO) and the strict equal ity holds for at least one d E D<Q",o0>. 
"'H "'1'1 for al 1 Q , he is bounded (see Theorem 3.4). 

"' H all Q, HE {1, • • • ,K}. 

The aggregate demands resulting from Stage II are defined by 

(3 . 24) D(Q,0) - H 0 H t1 = {d I d = x - y - x, x e xcQ ,a>, v e YCQ >, q = gCQ >>· 

t1 The Hicksian compensating measure for Stage II is he , 

(3.25) 0 i d + ~H + hct1 

for all d E DCQH,OO) and the equality holds for at least one d E DCQH,Oo ) . 

for the overall change from QO to QM, the Hicksian compensating measure is 

"' H t1 he + he • 
"'H "'H "' H Let x , y , and p denote, respectively, aggregate demand, aggregate 

supply, and the pr ice vector associated with the compensated equilibr i um at 

qH. Let x" and yH denote, respectively, aggregate demand and aggregate supply 

associated with the compensated equilibrium at QM. By the convexity of 

preferences, 

(3.26) "'H H "' H 
p Cx - x > ~ O. 

Substituting ;H = ;H + x + h~H and x" = yH + x + ~H + hcH, 

(3 . 27) "'H H "' H H 
p (y - y ) ~ he • 
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k-1 k By assumptfon, for each component change from qk to qk enc~assed by the 

"H H Stage II change from q to Q, there fs at least one firm which experiences 

Posftive marginal costs. By the convexity of Tf(•) and by the assumptfon 

k-1 k of profit maximization, the costs of the change from ~k to qk are such that 

(3.28) 

Wf th HCfk 
k 

HCfk(qfk 

(3.29) 

> O and q~k - q~~l fi~fte, there f s a v > O such that 

k I - qfk) > v for all f and k. Adding (3.28) across all firms 

"H M "H 
p (y - y ) ~ -Hv 

where the rfght hand sfde of (3.29) follows from the ass1.111Ptfon that each 

of the H components is minfmally costly. Using (3.27) and (3.29), 

(3.30) H -Hv i he • 

Let Mi a/~. Then for a G impact Pol fey, G > M, the valid total Hicksfan 

measure f s h~G + hcG < O. The IVS valuation, however, remains strictly Positive 

and increasf ng in G. 

Sl.fTll'lary and Conclusions 

Results of thf s Chapter round out and extend the analysis of conventional 

and valfd BC desfgns. The last Chapter left the analysts with a question. 

Though conventfonal procedures were shown to fnduce routfne error fnto BC 

outcomes, ft was not clear whether such error mf ght cancel out as the number 



of evaluated c0f11X)nents becomes large. Left open was the possibility that 

conventional BC outcomes might, on average, approximate the outcomes of a 

valid BC desfgn. 
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The results of this Chapter rule ·out conventional procedures as an 

approximately valid approach even as the number of evaluated cOf11JQnents becomes 

large. To demonstrate the systematic error in conventional procedures, Theorem 

3.1 operationalfzes two basic concepts. First, Theorem 3.1 asserts that there 

are a large nunt>er of policy alternatives that appear beneficial when evaluated 

as the proximate Incremental program to an existing set of baseline 

condltfons--that Is, when evaluated by conventional procedures. Second, Theorem 

3.1 introduces economic scarcity and demonstrates that a budget-lfke resource 

constraint bounds the valid net benefit measure. By combining these two concepts, 

conventional procedures are shown to systematically overstate the net benefits 

of policy change. 

Left unresolved by Theorem 3.1 was whether conventional procedures actually 

misstate the sfgn of a valid benefit cost outcome. To address thfs question, 

additional specification of the economy was required. Therefore, the second 

section of this Chapter described the analytical properties of aggregate demand 

and supply and detailed a generalized form of the HC net benefit measure. 

The general HC measure was composed of (1) the change in resource rents plus 

(2) the change in aggregate profit share minus (3) the change In minimum 

expenditure required to maintain lnltlal utility. In the third section, the 

HC measure was used to derive general forms of both the conventional and valid 

BC designs. Notably, the restrictions of this more fncluslve valid design 

were virtually Identical to those discussed In Chapter II. Once again, 

conventional procedures were shown to ignore the constraints of a valid design. 
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With the structure of the economy explicit, a fourth section examines 

both the size and sign of conventfonal benefit cost outcomes. First, under 

conditions analogous to Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.3 shows that, in a general 

setting, conventional procedures systematically overstate valid benefit cost 

outcomes. With thf s initial result clear, an addftional restriction Is added. 

It Is asserted that policy change Is minimally costly~that the marginal costs 

of component change are positive. Theorem 3.4 combines the notion of minimal 

policy costs with the prior two assertions of scarcity and the desirability 

of at least the first incremental change. A valid measure of benefits Is 

shown once again to be bounded. The aggregate costs of policy change, however, 

are shown to be strictly increasing and unbounded. Thus, as the number of 

evaluated components becomes large, the valid measure of net benefits becomes 

negative. The conventfonal measure once agafn faf ls to account for the bound 

on benefits and remains strictly Increasing, positive, and unbounded. Thus, 

as the nl.Mnber of evaluated components becomes large, conventional procedures 

not only systematically overstate net benefits but also misstate the sign 

of a valid BC outcome. 

Overall, then, conventional procedures fail to approximate a valid benefit 

cost outcome as the nurnber of policy components becomes large. Given economic 

scarcity and the desirability of a large number of policy components when 

each is evaluated as the first marginal policy component, conventional procedures 

systematically overstate the valid BC outcome. If, In addition, the marginal 

resource costs of component policy change are positive, conventional procedures 

also misstate the sign of a valid BC outcome and thereby misidentify net loss 

policy alternatives as potential Pareto improvements. 
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Endnotes 

1. For a discussion of compensated equllfbrfa, see Arrow and Hahn. 

2. Insofar as both N and G are ffnfte, the theorem Is somewhat stronger than 

the asymptotic results conrnon to econometric analysis. Chung gfves an 

technical overview of various types of convergence. 

3. This is not the Scltovsky paradox [Scltovshy). To see this, recall that 

the Scltovsky paradox fs obviated by compensation [Quirk and Saposnfk] . 

Because the IVS tends to overstate compensation, the instability or reversal 

phenomena suggested above Is likely to be exacerbated by actual compensation. 

4. The analysis of aggregate consllfl1Jtlon, production, and excess demand generally 

follows the notation of Arrow and Hahn. 

5. The ass~tlon of scarcity In these terms is typical of general equilibrium 

models. 

6. For a detailed proof of compactness under similar conditions, see Arrow 

and Hahn, pp. 66-67. 

7. See Arrow and Hahn, pp. 89. 

8. In this case a household's Indirect utility function is 

-v1(p,q) = {u 1 I u1 =max u1<x1,q) s.t . px1 = pxi + t 1py} 
x, 

for a 1 l I E { 1 , •.• , I } 

9. See the general proof for an economy with externalftfes in Arrow and Hahn. 

'------------------------------------~. ---- --~----------
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Appendix 3A 

Proof of Theorem 3.2 

Proof. If he > O then the change from QO to Q is clearly a PPI. On the other 

hand, D(Q,OO} is compact so an he can be found such that 

(3 . 18) d 1 + he 
- A 0 = x1 - Y1 - x1 ~ 0 for all d E O(Q,O } 

and the equality holds for at least one d* e D(Q, 0°) . Since d* e O(Q,Oo}, 

we know that 

-(3.19) dj = xj - Yj - xj i 0 all J ; 1. 

SuPPose that the strfct fnequality holds for some J. Since uf and Tf are 

strfctly monotonic and continuous, one can find Xj > xj and xi < xj or -yj 

> -yj and -yi < -yj such that 

(3 . 20) 

(3.21) -d' = x' - y' - x + he < O. 1 1 1 

But line (3.11) contradicts the ass~tfon on he. 

Finally, suPPose o0 is Pareto eff icient for both he' and he". Suppose 

he' >he". By ass~tfon, d +he' ~ 0 for all d ~ DCQ,OO) and d +he' = 0 

l_ --- -- ---



for at least one do E DCQ,a0). But then do+ he"< o, contradfct fng that 

o0 fs Pareto efficient at he". <> 
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Chapter IV 

VALUING ENVIRONMENTAL IHPACTS WITH THE VALID DESIGN 

The valid BC framework suggests two general approaches to i111Jroving the 

BC evaluatfon of polfcy. First, the valid framework can be used as a guide 

fn the design of specffic BC studfes. For a given set of baselfne condftions, 

evaluation may proceed by either the one-step, holistic approach or the sequenced 

approach discussed In Chapter II and III. Second, the framework can be used 

to guide the desfgn of an analytical system that f s adaptable to changing 

baseline conditions. 

An adaptable specification of the general BC design would require a 

specification of net supply, y, a specification of demands, x, and sufficient 

Information to estimate system parameters . Though c~lex, several components 

of the model are well established fn the lfterature. For instance, a broad 

range of alternatfves exf st for the speciflcatfon of market demand systems 

(see Chrfstensen, Jorgenson, and Lau; Deaton and Huellbauer (1980b)]. Hethods 

for c~uting the Hfckslan measures with respect to market price and quantity 

changes are also well established [see Wf llfg (1976, 1979); Bergland and Randall]. 

Finally, c~utatfonal methods for applfed general equilibrium analysis are 

readf ly accessible [Shoven and Whalley]. Absent from the general literature, 

however, are e111Jirlcal specifications that encompass the direct i111=>acts of 

envf ronmental change. 

The objective of this Chapter Is to work toward an estimable spec ification 

of the environmental portion of the valid design. The lnmedlate objective 

Is to develop a system of equations that can be used to adapt environmental 

benefits and cost data to changing baseline conditions and shifting policy 

objectives. Over the longer term, a well developed model of the environmental 
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sector may provfde the cornerstone for a more complete analytical system that 

would Include environmental fmpacts, market prf ces, and market quantftf es. 

The Chapter fs organfzed fn the followfng way. The ffrst section outlfnes 

a general approach to specfffcatlon of the envfronmental portfon of the valid 

design. The second and third sections lnplement this specification process 

In terms of two different functional forms. The fourth section uses available 

benefit cost data to sfmulate the change fn benefft cost outcomes under varfous 

substftutfon scenarios. 

An Approach to Enpf rlcal Specification 

The valid BC desfgn describes a functfonal relatfonshfp between environmental 

parameters, market prfces, and the HC measure. With q e rJ< and p e RJ, the 

relatlonshfp Is abstractly described as a function hc:rJ<+J -> R. The objective 

of thf s Chapter Is to specify the envf ronmental fnteractfons encompassed by 

he fn terms of estimable functional forms. The speclffcatfon process has 

three steps • 

. The ffrst step Is to characterize a functfon hc':RK ->Rina manner 

consistent with the valid desfgn. To accorllJlfsh this, line (2.14.1) Is rewritten 

as 

(4.1.l) 

(4.1.2) 

Line (4.1) partltfons the valid BC design Into two stages. The first stage 

fs gfven by the rfghthand sfde of lfne (4.1.1) and evaluates environmental 
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Impacts at constant Initial prices. The second stage ts line (4.1 . 2) and 

evaluates price impacts given the post policy level of environmental parameters. 

The rtghthand side of (4.1.1) Includes only the direct environmental lrrpacts 

of policy and can be viewed as a first stage in i111Jlementing the valid design. 

Therefore, he' ls defined as 

(4.2) 

To si111Jlify notation, the subscript f fs suppressed and the initial price 

vector is denoted asp. Thus, line (4.2) can be rewritten as 

(4.3) 

The second step in specification varies with the type of Information 

that Is available for estimation. Hoehn Identifies two possible estimation 

approaches. First, line (4.3) is directly applicable as a structural model 

for the total value data obtained in contingent valuation [Randall, Ives, 

and Eastman; Brookshire, Ives, and Schulze] or from previous studies such 

as Freeman (1982) and Public Interest Economics . Second, ft may sometimes 

be possible to use the weak complementarity approach [Haler] to state environmental 

valuations in terms of the compensated demands for market goods. Using this 

latter approach, line (4.3) would be rewritten 

(4.4) l
p* 

G 0 0 0 = ~x(p,q ,u } - x(p,q ,u )]dp 

p . 

In this Chapter, the total value approach is taken. 
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The thfrd step fn specf ffcatfon ts to state the expenditure function 

of lfne (4.3} fn terms of a specific functional form. The next two sections 

state the total value structure, line (4.3), in terms of two functional forms: 

(1) a Cobb-Douglas (CO} form and (2) a second order Taylor series approximation 

(TSA). The CD form provides a straightforward framework for comparfng the 

val Id and conventional designs. Though relatively simple to estimate, the 

CD approach is restrictive In the degree of substitution that ft allows. 

The TSA follows a now standard avenue to the derivation of flexible functional 

forms [Gallant (1978)]. Such forms are flexible in that they ill1'Qse relatively 

few a priori restrictions on the estimation of system parameters. Both the 

CD and TSA forms are used (1) to Identify the relevant substttutlon parameters 

between environmental parameters and (2) to assess the feasibility of alternative 

estimation techniques. 

The Cobb-Douglas Form 

The specification of line (4.3) In terms of the CD form begins with the 

indirect utility function, 

(4.4.1} V(p q m) -- Cpaq-bm 
' ' 

(4.4.2} = 

K 
where C f s a constant, Cp8 = B, q-b = TT q~-bk}, and bk < O. The signs of 

k=l 

the exponents Imply that a price Increase reduces . utility while an Increase 

fn envlrorvnental quality Increases utf lfty. 
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By fnvertfng equation (4.4), the expenditure function can be obtained. 

Accordingly, 

(4.5.1) e(p,q,u) = 

(4.5.2) = Dqbu 

where D = 1/B. By the sign of the exponents, an Increase In prices increases 

the minimum amount of Income required to maintain utility constant. An increase 

in environmental quality, however, reduces the mfnlmun amount of expenditure 

required to mafntafn utility constant. 

To state the expenditure function in a form composed of observable parameters 

alone, u0 = B(qo)-bmO ts substituted Into line (4 . 5.2) to obtain 

(4.6.1) I 0 I 0 0 e(p,q ,u ) = e(p,q ,q ,m ) 

(4.6.2) 

0 1 where q denotes the initial and q the post policy level of environmental 

parameters . 

Using equations (4.5) and (4.6) the Hlcksian compensating measure for 

0 l a single Impact pol fey that changes qk to qk Is 

(4.7.l) 

(4.7.2) 0 = m 
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Lfne (4.7) f llustrates two pofnts regardfng the CD form of the sfngle fmpact 

valuation. Ff rst, only two environmental parameters enter f nto the CD structure 

of the fndependent valuatfon: (l) the fnftfal level of environmental qualfty 

and (2) the post-polfcy level of environmental quality for the specific impact 

under evaluation. Second, given the initial and post-polfcy levels of 

environmental quality, only two indivfdual characterfstfcs determine the benefft 

outcome: disposable fncome, m0, and the exponent bk. Ceterfs paribus, CD 

benefft measures increase or decrease (fn absolute value) with an increase 

or a decrease in disposable fncome . 

Both the conventfonal and valid BC designs can be stated in the CD form. 

Usfng equation (4.7.l}, the conventional measure of environmental benefit 

or costs 

K 
(4.8.1} ivs = I: h '( I 0 0) c qk,qk,u 

k=l 

K 
(qo /qi> <-bk> Jmo (4.8.2) = I: [l -

k=l k k 

Using equations (4.3) and (4.6.2), however, the valfd environmental benefit 

measure f s 

(4.9.l} 

(4.9.2) 

(4.9.3) 

h '( 1 0 0) c q ,q ,u 
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(4.9 . 4) 

The bracketed quantities in lines (4.9.2) through (4.9.4) are the single impact, 

component-specific benefit measures. Equation (4.9) can be rewritten as 

(4.10.l) h '( I 0 0) c q ,q ,u + •• • 

(4.10.2) 

(4.10.3) 

A comparison of lines (4.8.1) and (4.8.2) wtth lines (4.10.l) through (4.10.3) 

leads to several observations. First, as argued previously, the conventional 

approach ignores the global impact of policy and evaluates each f!Jl)act as 

ff ft were an independent, single Impact policy. Second, with the CD form, 

the single impact benefit measures are fundamental to both the conventional 

and valid approaches. However, as shown in lines (4.10.1) through (4.10.3), 

at each step of the valid sequenced valuation each of the single impact valuations 

is reduced by a specific proportion--the proportion by which previously valued 

Impacts have reduced the minimum expenditure required to maintain u0• For 

instance, consider the valuation of the change from q~ to q~. Previously 

sequenced changes In environmental quality reduce the minimum expenditure 

required to maintain u0 to 

(4.11) 
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I As shown In both lines (4.9.3) and (4.10.2), the evaluation of qk--after the 

I 0 0 k-1 prior changes--results In the single l~ct valuation, HC(qk,qk,u ), multiplied 

by a proportion 

A third point to be drawn from a comparison of equation (4.9) and (4.10) 

Is that, In the CO form, envlrorvnental parameters are strictly c~etftfve. 

An Increase In, say, q1, reduces the benefit of an l~rovement fn q2• Consider 

a two-part policy with the f~ct on q1 evaluated first. The respective sequenced 

valuation of the change In q~ is given In line (4.10). The sequenced valuation 

0 I of the change In q2 from q2 to q2 is 

(4.13) 

Because q! > q~, (q~/q~)(-bl) < 1 and an Increase In one quality level reduces 

the benefit of a subsequent change In another environmental quality level. 

With the CO form, then, environmental parameters are uniformly c~etltf ve. 

As a final point of comparison, note that both the conventional and sequenced 

approaches contain exactly the same parameters when expressed fn the CO form. 

Therefore, given the Information contained In a specific set of Independent 

or sequenced valuations, the exponents bk and even m0 are potentially estimable. 

Once the bk and m0 are estimated from an appropriate subset of benefit data, 

valid benefit measures are estimable for an arbitrary valuation sequence; 
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one must simply decide upon the sequence of valuation and then arrange the 

c~nent valuatfons accordfngly by using the estimated CD structure. 

An Estimable Cobb-Douglas Form 

The CO form of the expenditure functfon Identifies a set of parameters 

that, by assumption, underlie both the conventional and valid BC designs. 

In this section, an approach for estimating the CD parameters is suggested. 

At this Initial stage of fnvestlgatlon, only one of several estimation alternatives 

Is consldered--that of estimating the exponents bk upon a set of independent 

valuations obtained In contingent valuation. 

The basic data set considered Is a sample of Independent valuations. 

The sar11)1e of contingent valuation data Is c~sed of the independent valuations, 

the respective Initial and post-policy levels of environmental quality, and 

Individual levels of discretionary Income. Formally, the sample is a collection 

of ordered four-tuples, 

(4.14) 

where m~ ts the discretionary Income of the hth Individual Ch 6 {l, ••• ,H}), 
0 qkh ts the Initial level of the kth environmental quality parameter as experienced 

I by the hth Individual, qkh Is a stmllarly defined quantity for the Ith post-policy 

level of environmental quality, and hck~ the Independent valuation of the 

0 l environmental change from qkh to qkh' 

(4.15) 
/ 



Wf th the CO form, 

(4.16) hc' 1 = m0 
kh h 

where ak + uhk is a stochastic structure (ak is a constant) that accounts 

for factors not directly measured or observed. By rearranging and taking 

logs, we get 

(4.17) 

where y~h = ln((m~ - hck~)/m~) Is the log of the ratio of the expenditure 
1 0 function, e(p,qkh'u ), to Initial Income. 
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The CO form yields a simple linear equation with which the bk can be 

estimated. If the distributional characteristics of ukh meet the requirements 

1 0 1 of ordinary least squares (OLS), a simple regression of Ykh on ln(qkh/ qkh} 

could be used to estimate bk. 

One approach that satisfies the OLS requirements is to draw a random 

sample of Individuals from the population potentially affected by policy. 

Each of the sampled individuals would be presented with one post-polfcy alternative 

and a sfngle Independent valuatfon, hck~' would be elicited. Additional questions 

would be required to measure discretionary income, m~. With each individual 

asked a single valuation question for a single level of environmental quality 

little correlation between error terms would be expected. The covariance 

matrix would therefore be 

( 4.18) E[uu'] = s2I 



.. 
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where s2 is a constant and I is an identity matrix. With this ful ly random 

samplfng design, the dfstribution of u satfsffes the OLS requfrements. 3 

Havfng estimated a set of bk any arbitrary set of sequenced valuations 

can be obtained from the independent valuations. For Instance, suppose that 

a multi-part policy affects only q~ and q~ and, by the procedure described 
,. ,. 

above, the estimates b1 and b2 are obtained. If the anticipated sequence 

of f~lementation changes q~ to q~, ffrst, and q~ to q1, second, then the 

appropriate valuation of the change fn q~ Is hck~· for the second environmental 

parameter, the valfd, sequenced CO valuation ts 

(4.19) = 

Stmtlarly, ff the valuation sequence were reversed, the appropriate valuation 

0 of the change fn q 1 would be 

(4.20) 

A typical environmental pol fey is ltkely to affect more than two envfronmental 

parameters. However, fn the multf-parameter case, the CO approach would be 

analogous to the procedure descrfbed above: (1) estfmate the bk upon a set 

of f ndependent valuations and (2) transform the independent valuations using 

the CD form of the valtd BC destgn gfven fn equatton (4.9). 

An ApProach by Taylor Serf es Approximation 

The CO approach illustrates one structure that may underlie the total 

and component valuations. However, the CD form f s restrfctfve. For instance, 
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the restrf ctfons of homothetf city, unftary elastfcfty of substitution, and 

resulting constant expendfture elastfcities are well known. Moreover, whf le 

these restrictfons obviously reduce the data required for estfmation, it is 

by no means clear that the CD approach makes full use of all the information 

contaf ned f n a given set of data. 

To sidestep the restr ictions of the CD form, a Taylor series approximation 

(TSA) to the general form of the valid BC desfgn, equatfon (4.3), fs derived . 

Wfth this general TSA model, expenditure elastfcftfes are free to vary and 

both competitive and complementary relatfons are permitted among environmental 

parameters. Not surprisingly, the most general and flexible form of the TSA 

model requires substantfal data for estfmatfon. To relax these data requirements, 

three alternative forms nested within the general TSA are examined. 

Before deriving the general TSA, the notation used with the CD form is 

respecified. Overall, the derivation focuses on three sets of parameters 

that may vary across individuals: (1) the pre-policy or initial level of 

0 environmental quality,~; (2) the post-policy level of envfronmental qualfty, 

~; and (3) df scretfonary 0 income, mh. A specific level, 1 e {l, ••• ,L}, of 

post-policy environmental quality Is Indicated by q~. Since 0 1 
both ~and~ 

play a structurally similar role In the TSA approach, we let ~h = (q~h'q~h). 
The vector of initial and post-policy levels of envfrorvnental quality can 

1 1 1 therefore be represented as zh = <zlh'···•Zi<h). Three additional points are 

also fq:>0rtant: 

f. To derive the elasticity form of the TSA, the variables Q~h' Q~h' 
0 I I I 0 I 0 0 I 1 

Qh, Qh'' Zkh' Zh• Hh' and Nh are defined as Qkh = lnqkh' Qkh = lnqkh' 
0 0 0 0 1 1 I l 

Qh = (lnqth•···•lnqkh'···•lnqKh)' Qh = (lnq1h, ••• ,lnqkh'···•lnqkh)' 
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If. To sf~lffy the notation for the derivative operator, we let Dklne 

denote the derfvatfve of lne(•) wfth respect to~· DHlne denote 

the derfvatfve of lne(•) wfth respect to H, and DNlne denote the 

derivative of lne(•) wfth respect to N. 

Iii. Hean values are represented with a bar: The mean of Qkh across 

h f s Q = (l/H) 
H 

lnqkh. 
h=l 

Wfth this notation, i~ 

The objective of the TSA approach Is to derive a general approximation 

3 to the valuation equation, 

(4.20) 

Because the Intention Is to derive the elasticity form of the approximation 

and because some lndfvlduals may have zero valuations for certain post-policy 

situations, the equation for HC is rearranged to obtain 

(4.21) 0 1 0 m - he' = e(q ,u ). 

0 0 0 Substituting v(p,q ,u ) for u and suppressing the notation v(p,•) yields 

an expenditure function Identified entirely fn terms of observable variables. 

Adding subscripts h 6 {l, ••• ,H} to allow for variation in~'~' and mg across 

households and taking the natural log of both sides of equation (4.21) yields 
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(4.22) 

= 

Taking a second order Taylor serf es approximatfon to equation (4.22) r esults 

f n 

(4.23) 

1 I -0 I -0 
where dlh = CZh - Z ), dHh = (Hh - H ), ukh is an error c~nent due to higher 

I 0 order terms , and e(z ,m ), DNlne, and DNNlne are each evaluated at the mean 

of the initial values of Ng. Table 4.1 shows that DNlne and DNN lne are simply 

the gradient and Jacobian, respectively, of lne(•). The economic and functional 

properties of e(•) imply that DNlne < 0 and that DNNlne is synmetric and 

non-negative definite. 

In considering equation (4.23) as a tool for general izing a set of value 

data, three Points are important. First, the TSA approxfmation is a "parsimonious 

flexible form" [Fuss, HcFadden, and Hundlak]. Parsimon ious impl ies that the 

(2k+2)(2k+3)/2 parameters of the TSA are necessary and sufficient to Identify 

or compute all the elasticity and share parameters that fully characterize 

an expenditure function. Flexible Implies that, at a particular point, the 

TSA approximates any given set of expenditure re lat ions that may underlie 

a set of value data. 



Table 4.1. The TSA Parameters 

f. b = DNl ne = is (2K+l)Xl 

ff. B = ONNlne = Dzzlne ~lne 

DttZlne OHHlne 

f s ( 2K + 1 ) ( 2K + 1 ) 

ff f. Dzzlne = 011 1 ne olklne o1Klne is 2KX2K and synmetric 
• 

ok11 ne okklne OkKlne . . . . 
~ 1 lne OKk lne ~Kine 

is ( 2K+ 1)X1 

v. = DQQlne DQCQO) lne f s 2X2 

D{Qo)Qlne D<Qo){QO)lne 
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Jn addition to being parsimonious and flexible, the TSA f s also estimable. 

The overall form is quadratic and linear fn the parameters band B (Table 4.1). 

Therefore, given sufficient data on hch1' mg, and z~, both band Bare estimable 

using widely available lfnear econometric techniques. If a problem arises 

in estimation, ft will most likely Involve a trade-off between data availability 

and the (2k+2)(2k+3)/2 parameters i1T1>lfed by flexibility. 
A 

Finally, the interpretation of TSA parameters Is direct. Let b = (bi) 
A A 

and B = [Bij] be, respectively, the estimated parameters band B. The estimated 

functional form and predicted log of the expenditure level are 

(4.24) 

The elasticity of expenditure with respect to a change in Qkh is, by 

differentiation of equation (4.24), 

(4.25) 

where f € {l, •.. ,2K}, f = 2k - l corresponds to the first element of Z~h or 

Q~h' i = 2k corresponds to the second element of Z~h or Q~h' and B_i Is the 

ith column of B. Importantly, the second term on the rfghthand side of equation 

(4.25) permits the TSA expenditure elastfcfties to vary wfth the overall change 

fn the level of environmental qualfty, d~. Thus, expenditure elasticftfes 

change with changes In the relative scarcity of environmental opportunities. 

-0 1 Using equation (4.25), an r percent fll1)rovement In Qkh from Qkh to Qkh reduces 
A 1 

minimum expenditure by rc1h percent. 
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The TSA expendfture elastfcftfes fllustrate how estfmates of band B 

can be used compute a valfd valuatfon of pclfcy. For exartl)le, consfder an 

fndfvfdual h that fnftfally enjoys the mean fnftfal level of envfronmental 

0 0 l amenftfes and a pclfcy that would change Qkh and Qlh by r percent to Qkh and 

Q~h· Sequencing the change in Q~h' first, and the change in Q~h' second, 

yields a valuatfon 

(4.26) 0 l = m (-c,h)(r/100) 

1 for the ff rst-step change f n Qkh where = 2k. For the second-step change 

f n Qlh' 

= 

(4.27.2) 

where J = 21 and N~ encompasses the first-step change in Qkh . Sumning the 

independent valuation of Q~h and the sequenced valuation of Q~h would yield 
1 1 -0 

a valfd total valuation, hc'(Qkh'Qlh'N ). 

Equatfon (4.27) reveals the two types of substitutfon effects that may 

arfse wfth a valfd sequenced valuatfon, a dfrect effect and a compensatfon 

effect. 
.. 1 

The df rect effect arises as cjh changes wfth the first step change 

In line (4.27.2), the direct effect fs s~rfzed by the term dQ~heiJ" 

Wfth the off-dfagonal terms of ONNlne unrestrf cted in sfgn, the direct effect 



may be either complementary or competitive. A compensation effect arises 

due to the compensation necessary to maintain utility constant at u0 after 
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the first policy step. That Is, before evaluating the second step of policy, 

1 -0 discretionary Income must be conceptually reduced by hc'(Qkh'Nh). In line 

(4.27.2), the compensation effect arises due to the multiplicative term 

[1 + ~:h(r/100)). Because [1 + ~:h(r/100)) < 1, the compensation effect is 

unambiguously competitive. As demonstrated earlier, only the compensation 

effect arises in the CO case. 

While the elasticity approach illustrates the source of substitution 

effects, a second TSA procedure is more adaptable as policies become more 

complex. This second procedure recognizes that equation (4.24} is the log 

of the expenditure function. Directed by the valid BC design of equation 

(4.3), an arbitrary set of post policy Impacts can be valued using equation 

(4.24). First, equation (4.24) ts evaluated at the post policy level of 

environmental parameters and Initial Income. The expenditure function Is 

then computed by taking the anti log of the lefthand side of equation (4.24). 

By computing the difference between fnftfal Income and the post policy value 

of the expenditure function, the valid BC outcome ts obtained as fn line (4.3). 

The three scenarios described f n Table 4.2 can be used to demonstrate 

the three steps of the second TSA estimation procedure. As shown by the left-hand 

column of Table 4.2., the Individual enjoys or suffers an initial level of 

environmental quality that differs from the mean, z0, only fn dfmensfons k 

and 1. In addition, the lndfvfdual's discretionary Income, H~, also deviates 

from the mean, Ho. In terms of post-policy levels, Scenarios I and II each 

propose a change fn a single quality dimension: Scenario I Impacts only on 

dimension k and Scenario II Impacts solely on dimension 1. Scenario III, 



Table 4.2. A TSA Approach to the Evaluation of Public Polley 

Scenario Alenlty-lnca11e Level Polley Induced Change1 Expenditure Function 

Initial Post-Polley Post-Policy Level 

0 0 0 
Zkh' zth' "h 

I O 
Zkh' "h 

I 0 -0 1 -0 
dlkh : (Qkh - Qk,Qkh - Qk) 

1 0 -0 0 
e(zth.zlh'' ' ''z•'''''"h1 

~· all ~k ~· all •lk 
0 0 -o 

dZlh = (Qlh - Q1,0l 

d"~ = (": - "ol 

II Salle as I 0 
z,h' "h 

8 0 -o 
dlkh : (Qkh - Qk,O) 

0 I -0 0 
e(Zkh'zlh'''''z; •••• ,"h1 

Scenario I ~· all •lk 
I 0 -0 I -0 

dZlh: (Qlh - Ql,Qkh - Qll 

d": : (": - "OJ 

111 Sa11e as I I 0 
zkh' z,h' "h 

I 0 -0 I -0 
dZkh = IQkh - Qk,Qkh - Qkl 

I I -0 0 
e1zth.zlh'''''z•'''''"h1 

Scenario I Z.• all Ilk, I 
I 0 -0 I -0 

dZlk = (Qlh - Ql,Qlh - QI) 

d"~ : (": - "8) 

I) The TSA gradient and Jacobian are evaluated at the 1ean of the initial levels, i8• 
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however, encQnl>Bsses the envf ronmental fmpacts proposed by both Scenarios 

I and II. Given the policy fnduced change described by the thfrd column of 

Table 4.2, the TSA structure can be used to compute the log of the post-policy 

expenditure level. With the post-polfcy expenditure level computed, net benefits 

can be calculated by equation (4.3); that fs, by subtracting the post-policy 

expenditure level from f nltfal income. 

By combining the data given in Table 4.2 with the TSA structure, the log 

of post-policy expenditure can be computed. For Scenario I, the log of post-policy 

expenditure is 

(4.28.1) 

(4.28.2) 

(4.28.3) 

+ (l/2}(dZ~h'dZ~h'dH~}: 
. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D1klne o1 I lne o1Htne 

OHklne OHl lne OHHlne 

-0 J 0 0 = H + Cdlk,h'dZlh'dHh} bl 

b2 

b3 

0 
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(4.28 .4) 1 0 0 
B 11 612 B13 0 BIS l (~h'd~h'dH~}' + (1/2)/(cilkh'dZlh'dHh) 

I 
I 

821 822 623 0 82s 
I 
I 

831 B32 B33 0 635 

0 0 0 0 0 

BSl 6s2 6s3 0 6ss 

Because the second element of dZ~h fs zero , the conforming elements of band 

8 do not enter into the valuation of Scenar io I. Therefore, b4 and e4_ are 

given zero values fn lines (4.28.3) and (4.28.4) to underscore the fact that 

a Scenarfo I valuation contafns no fnformation regarding a c~ensated change 

f n Q1h. 

For Scenarfo II, the log of the post-policy expenditure level is 

(4.29.l) 

(4 . 29.2) 

(4.29.3) 

+ Cl/2)(~h'dZ:h.dHg) l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o1klne 011 lne o1Hlne 

DHklne DHl lne DHHlne 

-o 0 1 0 = H + (dZkh'dZlh'dHh) bl 

0 
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(4.29.4) + (1/2)/(~h'dZ~h'dHg): B 11 0 813 814 8 1s (d~h ,dZ~ h ,dHg)' 
I 
I 
I 0 0 0 0 0 I 

831 0 833 834 835 

841 0 843 844 845 

851 0 853 854 8ss 

Agafn, fn the valuation of Scenario II, certain elements of band Bare unimportant 

to a valid first-step valuation. Specffically, since the second element of 

0 dZkh f s zero, b 1 and B_ 1 may take on an arbitrary value without altering the 

I ffrst-step valuation of zlh" 

Finally, the valfd overall valuation of Scenarfo III is 

(4.30.1) 

(4.30.2) 

(4.30.3) 

+ Cl/2)(~h'dZ~h'dHg) I 
I 

Dkklne 
I 
I o,klne I 
I 
I 

o,.,klne 

-0 1 1 0 = H + (dlkh'dZlh'dHh) bl 

b2 

b3 

b4 

bs 

Oki lne 

o,, 1ne 

0111 lne 

o1 Jne 

OHlne 

ok11 1ne ICd~h'd~h'dHg)' 
I 
I 

o,,.,1ne I 
I 
I 
I 

o,.,,.,1ne I 
I 
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(4 . 30.4) 811 812 813 814 815 

821 622 823 824 825 

831 832 633 634 635 

841 842 843 844 845 

651 852 853 654 855 

l (d~h'dZ~h'dH~)' 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

For a policy that encompasses both Scenarios I and II all twenty-one parameters 

of the general TSA must be known or estimated. Thus, for a policy that affects 

K envirorvnental attributes, (2K+2)(2K+3)/2 parameters must be known or estimated. 

Given estimates for band Bas well as the amenity and income data in Table 

4.2, equations (4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) could be evaluated and the anti log 

of the respective lne(•) c~uted. The final step would be to compute net 

benefits by subtracting the post-policy level of expenditure from Initial 

income. 

Nested Forms of the TSA 

The TSA approach discussed above is quite general. Substitution effects 

are fully represented In valuation and, in estimation of the TSA structure, 

no apriori restrictions are placed upon the underlying expenditure relations . 

Estimation of the general TSA structure, however, requires substant ial 

Information. For the simple two-Impact policy of equation (4.30), twenty-one 

parameters must be estimated in order to describe the general structure. 

For each additional impact appended to a k-fmpact policy, the nurrt>er of additional 

parameters required to describe the TSA ls (4k+7). As policy becomes more 

c~lex, the costs of estimation are likely to enforce a trade-off between 

generality and cost reducing restrictions. 

· I 
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In thf s sectf on, three nested alternatf ves to the general TSA form are 

developed. By nested, ft f s meant that each alternatfve can be viewed as 

a specfal case of the TSA. A contf nuum of TSA forms each wfth progressively 

more flexibf lfty but, sfmultaneously, with more severe data requirements are 

derfved. Each alternatfve fs approached in terms of (1) the restrictions 

that ft imposes on the underlying expenditure relations and (2) the data required 

for estimation. 

A Constant Elastfcfty Form (CEF). 

As demonstrated above, the coefficients band B can be used to compute 

expenditure elastfcftfes. Elements of b enter the elasticity measure [equation 

(4.25)) as constants while elements of B describe how these constants change 

wfth a gfven change fn envfronmental quality. If the envfrorvnental fmpact 

proposed by policy is small, one mfght suspect that the expenditure elasticities 

are relatively constant. In partfcular, ff (1) environmental Impacts are 

relatively small and (2) data Is so sparse that B cannot be estimated, one 

mf ght be forced to suppose that the expendfture elasticities are constant 

and B = 0. 

Wf th B = O, the TSA structure reduces to 

(4.31) 

Takfng the antf log of equatfon (4.31) yields 

(4.32) 

L_ 
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which Is simply one variant of the Cobb-Douglas form. Therefore, ff the direct 

substitution effects are reduced to zero by assuming B = O, the CD form is 

produced. As argued earl fer, only compensation effects can arise with the 

CO form. 

Together, the CO and TSA approaches describe two points on a continuum. 

The CO is simple, estimable on independent valuations, and nested within the 

TSA. However, the CO is restrictive regarding substitution effects and, as 

demonstrated below, may not even make use of at 1 the information contained 

within the tndependent valuations. Below, two functiona.1 forms that lie between 

the CO and general TSA forms are discussed. 

A Restricted Elasticity Form CREF) 

The REF is derived by considering (1) potential data restrictions and 

(2) the plausible similarities that may be present among elements of B. 

Specifically, suppose at the outset that only a set of Independent valuations 

are available. As discussed above, not all of the coefficients of Bare estimable 

on the Independent valuations alone. However, ft Is possible to Investigate 

and use the structural similarity between the coefficients that are and the 

coefficients that are not estimable on a set of Independent valuations. The 

REF form sumnarizes this investigation. 

To ease the exposftfon, ft f s supposed that a set of independent valuations 

corresponding to Scenarios I and II of Table 4.2 are available as data. It 

f s also assumed that a contingent valuation sample has been taken across households 

h € {l, ••• ,H} and that there Is adequate variation in Initial environmental 

quality. From lines (4.28.3) and (4.28.4) ft can be seen that data on Scenario 

I permits one to estimate 13 of the 21 coefficients of the TSA. Specifically, 
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valuation data on Scenario I can be used to estimate all TSA parameters except 

b1, 841 , 042 , 843 , 844 , and 845• Lines (4.29.3) and (4.29.4) , however, indicate 

that data on Scenario II can be used to estimate al I the inestimable parameters 

except 042 • Thus, an adequate set of independent valuations would allow one 

to estimate all the parameters necessary for a valid total valuation except 

642· 

042 Is clearly a crucial parameter since ft sunmarizes the substitution 

relatfon between post-polfcy levels of environmental quality. However, ff 

a case can be made for a compensated, general hedonic equilibrium [Rosen], 

a surrogate for 842 may be available. Given a compensated initial equilibril.111 

and Individuals otherwise s imilar in preferences, the substitution relation 

between initial env i ronmental quality level, 031 , should be very similar to 

the substitution relation between post-policy levels of environmental quality. 

831 may therefore proxy the value of 042• 

The restricted elasticity form (REF) is restricted, then, f n the sense 

that ft requires three ancilliary assumptions: {l) that sufficient var iation 

exists in fnftfal environmental qualtty levels, (2) that a compensated equiltbrfum 

exists, and (3) that differences in indfvtdual preferences can be fully accounted 

for by socfoeconomfc characterfstics or sfmf lar observable individual 

characteristtcs. If these three requirements hold, 031 approximates s42 . 

Gtven restrictions (1) through (3), all parameters required for valid valuation 

are estimable upon a set of independent valuations. 

A Constant Relative Rate Form (CRR) 

In many cases the restrf ctfons required for the REF may be inappropriate. 

lnftial envfrorvnental quality may be fairly constant across fnd lvfduals or 
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grounds sufficient for a compensated equf librium may not exist. Limited data 

may therefore fmpose the necessfty of restrfcting the number of substitution 

terms to be estimated. In this case, the set of post-policy substitution 

terms are be of greatest f nterest. 

Structural sfmilarftfes between post-policy substitution terms can be 

used to Identify possible estimation restrictions. For example, by carrying 
. 

out the differentiation Implied by line (4.28.2), the structural components 

of the substitution matrfx, Blk' are obtained, 

(4.33.2) 

Rearranging 

(4.34) 

where e1k = Dq 1qk_e/Dq1_e is the rate of change fn the marginal valuation 

of q1 with respect to a change in qk and ek = Oqk_e/e is the rate of change 

f n mlnlm1.1n expenditure wfth respect to a change In qk. 

There are three fnterestfng attributes of equation (4.34). First, equation 

(4.34) shows that the substitution term is composed of both first order 

effects--b1, b2, and ek--and a second order effect, e 1k. The ratio of e 1k 

to ek compares the rate of change in the marginal valuation of qi to the rate 

of change in mfnimum expenditure as qk changes. Second, if e 1k and ek are 

equal, e1k;ek equals one and B1k vanishes. Finally, a variety of functional 
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forms may be constructed by assuming that e 1k/ek is constant. For instance, 

f n the case of the CO, e 1k/ek f s constant and equal to one; thus, in the CO 

case, B1k is equal to zero. To develop a family of functions, let 

(4.35) 

where A = e 1k/ek - 1 is a constant and is directly related to the rate of 

change f n margfnal valuatfons relative to the change f n minimum expenditure 

that occurs with a change fn environmental quality. Given equation (4.34), 

the post policy substitutfon term, B1k is proportional to the product of the 

ffrst order terms, b1 and bk. 4 

The constant relative rate (CRR) form takes lfne (4.35) as a description 

of the second order terms. To f llustrate the full structure of the CRR, suppose 

that polfcy affects three dffferent environmental parameters, k 6 {1,2,3}, 

-0 l -o 1 -o 1 
and shifts Z1 to Zlh' z2 to Zzh' and z3 to z3h. Under these conditions 

the structure of the CRR f s 

(4.36) 1 I l 0 0 
lne(qlh'q2h'q3h'q ,m ) = 

-o l 1 1 0 
H + (dZlh'dzzh.z3h'dHh)b 

I I l 0 0 0 o: (dZ:h,d~h'dZ~h,0)' + (l/2)CdZ1h,dZih'dZ3h,0) 0 0 0 
I 
I 

0 Ab2b2 0 Ab2b4 0 Ab2b6 o: 
I 
I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 o: 

0 Ab4b2 0 Ab4b4 0 Ab4b6 0 
I 

:o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
I 

:o Ab6b2 0 Ab6~4 0 Ab6b6 0 
I 
I 

:o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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where A represents the constant substitution terms. Though most of the zeros 

in the substftutfon matrix are permftted due to the constancy of envf rorvnental 

qualfty across regfons and the samplfng from a sfngle fncome class, the constant 

substftutfon term does reduce the nunt>er of parameter to be estimated by 

K-1 where K fs the total nunt>er of parameters impacted by policy. 

Conclusfons Regardf ng the TSA 

The flexfbilfty of the TSA underscores the trade-offs that are lfkely 

to be made in actual valuatfon. Whtie the general form approxfmates an arbitrary 

set of expendfture relations, actual fmplementatfon fs lfkely to be cut short 

by the costs of estfmatfon. The advantage of the TSA approach Is that the 

trade-off between structural restrfctlons and data can be made expllcit and 

precf se. Gfven adequate project resources, the general TSA form can be estimated. 

If project resources are more bindfng, the TSA structure can be 

used to reduce data requfrements by aprfori restrictfon and to direct research 

toward estimation of the essential parameters . By selecting a structural 

form along the continuum from the CO to the general TSA, one can deff ne a 

procedure approprfate to the budget and data available to the valuation effort. 

The lnpact of Substftutfon on Regulatory Beneffts and Costs 

The prev fous two sectfons present a range of alternatives for specf fyfng 

the envfronmental portfon of a valfd BC desfgn. However, at an abstract level 

ft Is dlfffcult to assess the fmpact of such speclffcatlons on the ultimate 

problem of proJectfng valid measures of benefits and costs. To f llustrate 

the fmpact of such designs on BC outcomes, this sectf on simulates envirorvnental 

benefits and cost measures for selected values of the substitution parameters. 
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To reduce both informatfonal requfrements and complexfty, the simulatfon uses 

the modified CRR form described in Appendix 4A. 

The basf c data required for simulatfon are a set of IVS environmental 

benefit or cost estimates and a range of selected substitution parameters. 

For purposes of fllustratfon, Table 4.3 lists five hypothetical, independent 

valuations for five hypothetical regulatory programs. The value data are 

presumed to correspond to twenty-five percent improvements in each of the 

five program areas. With these data, the first order terms, b, of the modified 

CRR from were computed following the procedures described in Appendix 4A. 

To simulate the Impact of substitution, hypothetical valid valuations were 

computed for three selected values of A. Table 4.4 states results. 

Table 4.4 Illustrates the impact of the valid design In terms of both 

component and total benefits. Sfnce program components are evaluated In 

alphabetical order, the benefits of Program A remains constant and equal across 

the hypothetical IVS and valid designs. Coming later in the selected sequence 

valuation, the valid component valuations of Programs B, C, 0, and E do not 

remain constant. In partfcular, as last in the sequence of valuation, the 

benefits of Program E suffer m)St from competition. The quantitative reduction 

in both component and total valuations depends on the size of the substitutfon 

term and the consequent strength of substitution. For A equal to zero, both 

the component and total valuations are very close to the Independent valuation. 

For A equal to ffve, Program E benefits decline by twelve percent and total 

benefits declfne by nine percent. Finally, for A equal to fifteen, Program 

E benefits decline by thirty-one percent and total benefits by eighteen percent. 

To illustrate the asynmetry between benefits and costs, the CRR was also 

used to simulate the costs of envirorvnental deterioratfon. The first order 



Table 4.3. Hypathetical Benefit Measures for Twenty-Five Percent 

llTl>rovementsa 

Beneff t Source 

Program A 

Program B 

Program C 

Program 0 

Program E 

IVS Benefit Estimate 
(Billions of$) 

11. 0 

17.0 

7.0 

15.0 

26.0 

a. Valuatfons are hypothetical and are not intended to reflect on any 
particular regulatory program. For purposes of illustration, data 
are assl.ITled to be national benefit estfmates. National df sposable 
Income fs assumed to be S2500 billion. 



Table 4.4. Selected Substftutfon Parmeters and the Beneffts 

of Regulatory lmprovementsa 

Beneff t Source Method of Computatfonb 

Independent CRR, A=O CRR, A=5 CRR, A=l5 

Program A 11.0c 11. 0 11. 0 11. 0 

Program B 17.0 16.9 16.6 15.8 

Program C 7.0 6.9 6.5 5.8 

Program 0 15.0 14.8 13.8 11. 7 

Program E 26.0 25.5 23.0 17.9 

Total 76.0 75.l 70.9 62.2 

a. Valuations are hyPothetical and are not intended to reflect on any 
partfcular regulatory program. For purposes of Illustration, data 
are assumed to be national benefit estimates. National disposable 
Income fs assumed to be $2500 billion. 

b. The selected sequence of valuation evaluates the programs alphabetically. 
c. Value data are In bfllfons of dollars. 
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terms, b, of the CRR were computed using (1) the IVS cost measures given in 

Table 4.5 and (2) a twenty-ffve percent reductfon fn program fr.,.:>acts. 

Results fndfcate the understatement (in absolute value) of costs that may 

occur wfth IVS. For A equal to 5, IVS procedures understate the total costs 

of deterforatfon by eleven percent. For A equal to 15, the total cost of 

deterforatfon f s understated by nineteen percent. 

In sl.Xlinary, the simulation of environmental benefits and costs indicates 

the asynmetry between benefits and costs when evaluated with a valid design. 

If, as suggested fn Chapter III, competftfve effects dominate the evaluation 

of both envfrorvnental and market prf ce changes, IVS procedures overstate the 

net benefits of Policy change. 

Concluding Conments 

The objective of the Chapter was to specify the theoretically valfd benefit 

cost desfgn fn an estimable functiona l form. The ffrst specfffcatfon examined 

was the CD form. The CD form f 1 lustrates the use of a functional structure 

In generalfzfng a set of value data and demonstrates the source of substitution 

effects in an valid BC design. However, the CD form does ff11X)se rather arbitrary 

restrf ctfons on the underlyf ng set of expenditure relations and did not make 

full use of the informatfon contained wlthfn a set of independent valuations. 

A Taylor serfes approximation to the valid aggregation design generalfzes 

the structural approach to benefit evaluation desfgn. The TSA form Is parsimonious 

and flexible; ft approxfmates an arbitrary set of expenditure relations with 

a mf nfmum of structural form. Not surprisingly, such a general form demands 

substantial data In estlmatfon. To overcome the data problem, several alternative 



Table 4.5. Selected Substitution Parmeters and the Costs 

of Regulatory Deteriorationa 

Source of Cost Hethod of Computationb 

Independent CRR, A=O CRR, A=5 

Program A -11. oc -1 l.O -11. 0 

Program B -17.0 -17. l -17.5 

Program C -7.0 -7 .1 -7.5 

Program D -15.0 -15.2 -16.3 

Program E - 26.0 -26.5 - 29.2 

Total -76.0 -76.9 -81.5 

CRR, A=l5 

-11.0 

-18.2 

-8.3 

-18.4 

- 34.6 

-90.5 

a. Valuations are hypothetical and are not intended to reflect on any 
particular regulatory program. For purPoses of Illustration, data 
are assl.med to be national cost estimates. National disposable income 
Is assumed to be $2500. 

b. The selected sequence of valuation evaluates the programs alphabetically. 
c. Value data are In billions of dollars. 
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forms are derfved form the general TSA form. The derfved desfgns allow the 

tradeoff between flexfbf lfty and fnformatfon to be made precise. 

Finally, to Illustrate the prospects of a valid design, regulatory benefit 

and cost measures were computed using hypothetical data and selected substitution 

parameters . Competitive effects were shown to lead to the overstatement of 

benefits and the understatement (in absolute value) of costs. If, as suggested 

In Chapter III, competitive effects dominate the evaluation of both environmental 

and market price changes, IVS procedures overstate the net benefits of policy 

change. 
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Endnotes 

I. The second-order TSA approach does not result is a function that is entirely 

without parametric rest~ictfons [Gallant (1981), Christensen and Caves]. 

However, more general approaches such as the Fourier flexible form [Gallant; 

Chalfant] are likely to be more data intensive. 

2. Other, less costly, Sar11Jling plans are possible but are likely to Introduce 

error correlations that would violate the OLS assumptions. These sampling 

plans and the apprcpriate econometric procedures are the subject of ongoing 

research. 

3. Prices are considered constant at this point. Therefore, the notation, 

p, for pr Ices i s I eft. imp 1 f cit. 

4. Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau discuss a sfmf lar form in the context 

of market goods demands systems. 
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Estfmatfng Valid Benefit Measures from Aggregate 

Independent Valuations 
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Environmental benefits are typically reported as aggregate Independent 

valuations. These aggregate Independent valuations may be estimated, say, 

from aggregate demand relations or perhaps as the sum of individual contingent 

policy evaluations. If total beneflts ·are computed directly as a simple sum 

of these aggregate independent valuations, the result is a biased IVS valuation. 

The problem, then, is (1) to determine how the Independent valuations might 

be used to approximate a valid aggregate valuation and (2) to suggest the 

additional research required to complete this aggregate valuation. 

To formulate the research problem within the context of previous sections, 

two assumptions are necessary. First, ft must be assumed that the structures 

developed to describe the valuations of individuals also describe the structure 

of the aggregate valuations. Of course, sfnce these aggregate independent 

valuations are conceptually the sum of the individual valuations, an assumption 

of structural similarity does not seem unreasonable as an approximation. 

Second, one must select an appropriate structure. With the presumed 

paucity of data and limited research resources, a structure containing a minimum 

of unknown parameters Is desirable. Nevertheless, the structure must be general 

enough to estimate (1) the expenditure elasticities and (2) the essential 

structure of competftfon or complementarity. Given these basic requirements, 

a minimum structure fs selected: A structure consisting of (1) the vector 

b and (2) a substitution matrix B with zeros along the diagonal and a substitution 

term A that fs constant across environmental quality. Letting inftlal 
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environmental qualfty be constant across fndfvfduals, the resulting structure 

for a two element policy is 

(Al} = 

+ 
1 1 

(l/2}CdZlh'dZzh'O} 0 0 0 0 0 
l l 

CdZth'dlih·o> 

0 0 0 Ab1b2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 Ab1b2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

CAI.I} = 

where, by analogy with the individual structures, HO is the log of aggregate 

discretionary Income. 

To COf11JUte a sequenced or total valuation using line (Al.l}, several 

sets of values must be known. First, one must know the extent of improvement 

or reduction in environmental quality. Interestingly, the absolute improvement 

In environmental quality Is not necessary. Line (Al.l} requires that one 

know only the relative Improvement, q~h/q~h' or, equivalently, the percentage 

change fn envfrorvnental quality. Second, a level of aggregate dfscretfonary 

Income must be selected. Alternatives here are net national product (NNP}, 

NNP minus governmental expenditures (G}, or NNP mfnus G minus aggregate 
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non-dfscretionary private expenditures. Finally, the parameters b1, b2, and 

A must be estimated. 

Point estimates of the aggregate independent valuations contain enough 

information to approximate b1 and b2• To see this, remember that the aggregate 

IVS valuations, tvs'(q!h'q~h) and ivs'(q~h,q~h)' are known by assumption. 

Each of these IVS valuations assumes that other environmental quality levels, 

qkh' rematn constant at initial levels. Therefore, since q~h/q~h = 1 and 

ln(l) = O, lfne (Al.l) can be used to write the IVS valuations as 

(A2) f '( l 0 0) vs qlh'qlh'm = mo 0 l 0 b 
m (qlh/qlh) 1 

and 

CA3) I '( 1 0 0) vs q2h'q2h'm = mo 0 1 0 b 
m (q2h/q2h) 2 

where m 0 is the level of aggregate discretionary income. Rearranging (A2) 

and (A3) results In 

CA4) = 

and 

(A5) = 

By equatfons CA4) and (AS), b1 and b2 can be computed given (1) a measure 

of aggregate discretionary fncome; (2) the set of fndependent valuations; 

and (3) the respective environmental impacts underlying the independent 

valuations. 
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The ffnal unknown ts the substitution parameter A. In order to estimate 

A, at least one aggregate sequenced valuation must be known. In terms of 

a change f n qZh' thf s aggregate sequenced valuatfon ts 

(A6) = 

By substftuting equations (Al.1), (A4), and (AS) into equatfon (A6) and 

rearrangf ng, the substitution parameter is 

0 , 1 0 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 where a1 = ln{[m tvs (qlh'qlh'm )]/m }, a 2 = Jn{m - fvs (qZh'qZh'm )]/m }, 

0 , l 0 1 0 0 
and a3 = ln{[m - he (qZh'qZh'qlh'm )]/m }. 

By the preceding arguments, the parameters of equatfon (Al.1) can be 

estimated using the following data: (1) an independent valuatfon of a change 

In qlh; (2) an Independent valuation a change In q~; and (3) a sequenced valuation 

of either a change In qlh or a change in q2h. If only the independent valuations 

are known, the essential research task f s to obtain a set of sequenced valuations 

in order to estimate A. Once b1, b2, and A are computed, structurally valid 

valuations can be produced (1) for any combination of environmental improvements 

and (2) for any single-step or sequenced valuation design. 



Chapter V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Policy subject to benefit cost analysis Is typically complex. Regulatory 

reform measures such as EO 12291 ensure that broad Institutional and structural 

changes are subject to BC evaluation . Such changes shift the cost structures 

of firms and the opportunity sets of individuals. The complex and diverse 

interactions that result pose severe problems for BC evaluation. Nevertheless, 

the solution of conventional procedures ts too simple: Policy Interactions 

are routinely Ignored and Impacts are evaluated Independently. Previous case 

studies suggest that conventional procedures result In substantial error [Hoehn 

and Randall; Lave; Braeutfgam and Nol I]. In light of such error, the primary 

objective of this study was to assess the prospects for an Improved BC design . 

In this Chapter research results are reviewed and sunmarfzed. 

Chapter II accomplished two of the five research objectives outlined 

in Chapter I: the structural restrictions of a valid BC design were Identified 

and the sources of complementary and competitive effects in valuation were 

analyzed. The Identified BC design suggests two different strategies for 

valid BC evaluation. The first approach Is holistic and evaluates the aggregate 

Impact of policy fn a single step. The holistic approach underscores an Important 

point: Unlike the piecemeal approach of conventional procedures, a valid BC 

design encompasses the overall or aggregate Impact of policy. 

The second approach partitions the overall policy outcome Into fts component 

impacts and values each Impact sequentially. This valid disaggregate design 

has three essential characteristics. · First, the total valuation obtained 

by sunmatlon of the sequenced, component specific valuations Is Identical 

to the HC measure obtained with the holistic design. Thus, the aggregate 
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valuatfon objectfve is clear and well-deffned. Second, to obtain the valid 

aggregate valuation via a df saggregate design, a sequence of valuatfon ts 

selected and applfed. A valid {polygonal) sequence of valuation arrays the 

components of policy from first until last and then evaluates each Impact 

sequentfally by changing one component at a time from fts tnftlal to Its post 

pol Icy level. Third, the component valuations are not unique but are conditioned 

on the selected sequence of valuation. Generally, each sequence of valuation 

yields a different set of component spectffc valuations. 

Because the restrictfons f111X>sed by a valid design are severe, a qualitative 

analysts was carried out to assess the Impact of conventional procedures on 

benefit cost outcomes. The analysis explored the sources of substitution 

effects f n valuation and reached three conclusions. First, ff environmental 

parameters are additively separable, competitive effects are certain. Such 

separability may be Induced by household technology, by spatial or temporal 

separation, or by uncertainty vfa the expected utility property. In these 

cases, conventional BC procedures can be expected to systematical ly overstate 

the net benefits of policy change. Second, ff envfrorvnental parameters are 

1 Inked by dfrect consumption fnteractfons, complementarity f s possible. 

Furthermore, complementary effects must be strong enough to overcome the sources 

of competition that remain operative. Ofrect consumption linkages are therefore 

necessary but not sufficient for complementary effects. 

Third, Independence In valuation ts possible ff (1) envfronmental parameters 

are linked by specific consumption relations and (2) sources of complementarity 

and competition happen to sum exactly to zero. Given no general rationale 

for such an outcome, Independence appears unlikely. Insofar as the conditions 

for competition and, to a lesser extent, for complementarity, seem far more 
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probable than those required for Independence, conventional benefit cost procedures 

are almost certain to result fn erroneous benefft cost outcomes. 

Chapter Ill consfders the Possfbflfty that the error fntroduced by 

conventfonal procedures mfght cancel or average out as the nunt>er of evaluated 

f~cts becomes large. Asynmetrf es fn the structure of benefft and costs 

f ndf cate a strong and contrary result. As the number of evaluated components 

becomes large, conventfonal procedures systematfcally overstate the net benefits 

of policy change. 

To capture the essentfal features of the large number case, Theorem 3.1 

of Chapter III begfns wfth two basfc concepts. Ffrst, Theorem 3.1 asserts 

that there are a large number of policy alternatfves that appear beneffcfal 

when evaluated as the proxfmate fncremental program to an exfsting set of 

baselfne condftfons--that fs, when evaluated by conventfonal procedures. 

Second, Theorem 3.1 fntroduces economfc scarcfty and demonstrates that a 

budget-lfke resource constrafnt bounds the valfd net benefft measure. By 

combfnlng these two concepts, conventfonal procedures are shown to systematically 

overstate the net benefits of Policy change as the number of evaluated components 

becomes large. 

Left unresolved by Theorem 3.1 was whether conventional procedures actually 

mfsstate the sfgn of a valid benefft cost outcome. To address this question, 

the structure of the economy was detailed and a generalfzed form of the HC 

net benefft measure was derfved. Notably, the restrictfons of thf s more inclusive 

valid desfgn were vfrtually fdentfcal to those discussed fn Chapter II. 

With the structure of the economy explicit, Theorem 3.4 of Chapter Ill 

examines both the sfze and sign of conventional benefit cost outcomes. 

, . 
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Theorem 3.4 begfns with the assertfon that pal icy change palfcy change is 

mfnfmally costly--that the marginal costs of component change are pasitive. 

Combfning the notfon of minimal Policy costs with the prfor two assertions 

of scarcity and the desirability of at least the first incremental change, 

the valid measure of benefits is shown once again to be bounded. The aggregate 

costs of palfcy change, however, are shown to be strfctly increasing and 

unbounded. Wfth beneffts bounded and costs unbounded, the valfd measure of 

net benefits becomes negative as the number of evaluated components becomes 

large. The conventional measure, however, faf ls to account for the bound 

on benefits and remafns strictly increasing, pasitive, and unbounded. Thus, 

as the number of evaluated components becomes large, conventional procedures 

mfsstate the the sign of net benefits and mfsidentify net loss Policies as 

patential Pareto fmprovements. 

The valfd BC design opens two approaches to improvements in routine BC 

evaluatfon. First, the valfd BC framework can be used as a gufde to the design 

of specific BC studies. Given a set of initial conditions and a set of propased 

i~cts, a specific study may apply efther the holfstic or sequenced approach. 

The resulting BC outcomes then conform and are limited to a specific set of 

baseline conditfons and, ff the sequenced approach is taken, a specfffc sequence 

of valuation. A second, more adaptable approach to improving BC outcomes 

is to specify and estimate the expendfture system that underlfes the valfd 

design. With reasonable estimates of system parameters, BC outcomes could 

be adapted and projected as baseline condftfons change. 

Chapter IV takes the second approach and specifies a partfon of the 

theoretically valfd desfgn in terms of two estimable functional forms. The 

first specification examined was the Cobb-Douglas (CO) form. The CO form 
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was useful fn f llustratfng the functfonal structure of the valfd design and 

fn demonstratfng one source of substftutfon effects fn valuation. Overall, 

however, the CD form i~sed substantial restrf ctions on substitution relations 

and failed to make full use of the information contained in a set of independent 

valuatf ons. 

The second specification generalfzes the structural approach by deriving 

a second order Taylor series approxfmatfon CTSA) to the valid BC design. 

The TSA form f s parsfmonfous and flexible; ft approximates an arbitrary set 

of expenditure relatfons with a minfmum of structural form. Such generality, 

however, comes at the expense of substantial data requirements in estimation. 

To circumvent these data requirements, a range of functf onal forms can be 

derf ved from the TSA by placing parametric restrictions on the general form. 

Such restrictfons result in a range of nested functional forms that include 

the CO. By selecting a structural form along the continuum from the CO to 

the TSA, a parametric system can be defined that is appropriate to the data 

and budget available to the valuation effort. 

To illustrate the prospects of a valid BC design, Chapter IV ends with 

a simulation of BC outcomes under a range of substitution parameters. Competitive 

effects are shown to lead to the overstatement of beneffts and the understatement 

of costs. Results demonstrate that even a small step along the continuum 

between the CO and TSA may substantially improve the reliabflity of BC outcomes. 
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